
September 17, 2012 

Karen Geraghty, Administrative Director 
Maine Public Utilities Commission 
18 State House Station 
242 State Street 
Augusta, ME 04333 

Re: MAINE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION; Ocean Energy Long-Term 
Contracting; Docket No. 2010-235 

Dear Ms. Geraghty: 

Statoil has reviewed the many sets of public comments filed in this proceeding, the vast 
majority of which are strongly supportive of our proposed Hywind Maine Pilot Project. 
Statoil deeply appreciates the support we have received from the many Maine 
businesses and other groups and individuals who filed comments. 

I would like to underscore Statoil's commitments to Maine should the Commission 
approve the proposed Term Sheet. 

• Statoil will maximize local content in the construction and operation of the 
Hywind Maine Pilot Project. 

• Statoil will engage in an extensive supplier/contractor development program 
aimed at training and developing the capabilities necessary to supply a 
developing offshore wind industry in the Gulf of Maine. 

• Statoil is committed to employing, either directly or indirectly through its 
contractors, 150 ful l time employees in Maine during peak construction. 

• Statoil will use commercially reasonable efforts to spend in Maine or allocate to 
Maine suppliers at least 40% of the capital expenditures for the Hywind Maine 
Project, and Statoil agrees that the Commission may terminate the contract pre
construction if Statoil cannot, despite commercially reasonable efforts, achieve 
at least a 30% Maine capital expenditure level. 

• Statoil intends to commercialize the Hywind technology, making it available to 
other offshore wind developers. 

• Statoil will in parallel with the Pilot Park construction develop a business case 
for a large, commercial park in the Gulf of Maine based on floating technology. 
Statoil offers to share key aspects of this business case with the Commission. 

As presented to the US DOE, Statoil estimates that floating offshore wind can reach a 
cost level of approximately 10 cents/kWh in a mature market and at commercial scale. 
Statoil believes that there is tremendous potential value to Maine associated with the 
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construction of full-scale commercial offshore wind energy parks. The I-Iywind Maine 
Project will advance the Maine Legislature's ultimate goal of achieving 5 GW of 
offshore wind energy by 2030, a level of development that will create thousands of 
Maine jobs and significantly stimulate economic activity in Maine. With appropriate 
supply chain engagement, we believe that this industry can be developed with a high 
degree of Maine suppliers. 

Professor Todd Gabe at the University of Maine in a very recent study estimates that a 
500 MW floating offshore wind farm in the Gulf of Maine would generate a state-wide 
economic output of $270-$460 million ammally during a 5 year planning/construction 
phase and a further $115-$145 million annually during a 20 year operational phase. 
Professor Gabe estimates that such a project would support 2,200-3,200 direct and 
indirect jobs during the construction phase and 550-880 direct and indirect jobs in the 
operational phase. Professor Gabe's report is attached with this letter. 

The Hywind Maine Pilot Park represents an investment by both Statoil and the State of 
Maine in anticipation of future large-scale offshore floating wind development in the 
Gulf of Maine. Statoil bears all of the development and construction risk of investing 
over $120 million in capital in this pilot project, and Statoil takes this risk with a rate of 
return that is far below normal commercial development expectations. Maine shares in 
the risk, a risk the Legislature consciously assumed, with the expectation that its R&D 
investment will be successful and lead to the development of a new industry off Maine's 
coast. The real return to Maine and Statoil for this R&D investment is the extraordinary 
opportunity - not the certainty - that the pilot project will lead to a major commercial 
scale development of floating wind in the Gulf of Maine. 

Lars Johannes Nordli 
VP of Wind Business Development, Statoil ASA 
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF A COMMERCIAL
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September 2012 

Todd Gabe, Ph.D. 1 

Prepared for: Statoil 

Executive Summary: 
This report examines the statewide economic impact of a commercial-scale (i.e., 500 
MW) offshore wind power facility in Maine, expected to cost at least $1.6 billion to plan 
and construct. The study estimates the output, employment and labor income that are 
associated with the facility's planning and construction phase, which could take about 
five years to complete, and its petmanent operations. Based on information gathered 
through interviews of key offshore wind power industry stakeholders, two scenarios are 
considered regarding the facility's supply chain and the types of goods and services that 
could be purchased from companies located in Maine. These scenarios are referred to as 
the "existing supply chain" and an "enhanced supply chain." 

Impacts of Facility Planning and Construction 
Under the existing supply chain, the planning and construction of a 500 MW offshore 
wind power facility would have an annual economic impact in each of the five years of 
the project of--including multiplier effects-an estimated $271.0 million in output, 2,218 
full- and part-time jobs, and $89.2 million in labor income (see Table 2). To arrive at 
total output and income impacts over the entire planning and construction period, these 
average annual figures could be multiplied by 5-assuming that future values are not 
discounted. The employment estimates should not be multiplied by 5, since many of the 
jobs would continue over multiple years. 

Under an enhanced supply chain scenario, which would require attracting a turbine 
assembly plant to Maine, the planning and construction annual statewide economic 
impacts-including multiplier effects-could increase to an estimated $473.0 million in 
output, 3,199 full- and part-time jobs, and $141.9 million in labor income (see Table 6). 
These estimates, except for the employment figure, could be multiplied by 5 to arrive at 
total impacts over the entire planning and construction period. 

Todd Gabe is a Professor of Economics at the University of Maine. This study was completed 
under a private consulting contract with Statoil. 
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Executive Summary, continued: 

Impacts of Facility Operations 
Under the existing supply chain, the operations and maintenance of a 500 MW offshore 
wind power facility would have an annual economic impact for at least 20 years of 
operations of-including multiplier effects-an estimated $115.4 million in output, 546 
full- and part-time jobs, and $31.5 million in labor income (see Table 1 0). To arrive at 
total output and income impacts over the 20 years of operations, a discount rate should be 
applied to future values given the time period considered. The employment estimates 
should not be multiplied by 20, since many of the jobs would continue over multiple 
years. Under an enhanced supply chain scenario, the annual statewide economic impacts 
of facility operations and maintenance-including multiplier effects-could increase to 
an estimated $209.8 million in output, 932 full- and part-time jobs, and $55.1 million in 
labor income (see Table 11). 

Impacts of Facility Planning, Construction and Operations 
The impacts described below are average values over a 25-year period-the first 5 years 
cover the planning and construction phase, while the remaining 20 years cover the 
facility's electricity generation, and operations and maintenance. Under the existing 
supply chain, a commercial-scale offshore wind power project in Maine would have an 
average annual statewide economic impact over a 25-year period of-including 
multiplier effects-an estimated $146.5 million in output, 881 full- and pari-time jobs, 
and $43.0 million in labor income (see Table 12). Under an enhanced supply chain 
scenario, these average annual statewide economic impacts could increase to an estimated 
$256.7 million in output, 1,386 full- and part-time jobs, and $70.8 million in labor 
income (see Table 13).2 To alTive at total output and income impacts over the entire 25 
years, a discount rate should be applied to future values given the time period considered. 
The employment estimates should not be multiplied by 25, since many of the jobs would 
continue over multiple years. 

In these figures and elsewhere throughout the report, the estimated labor income impacts (e.g., 
$43.0 million and $70.8 million) are included in the output impacts (e.g., $146.5 million and 
$256.7 million). 
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ECONOMIC IMP ACT OF A COMMERCIAL
SCALE OFFSHORE WIND POWER FACILITY IN MAINE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Statoil has proposed to develop a pilot-scale (i.e., 12 MW) offshore wind power 

facility near the coast of Maine. This project could provide the foundation for much 

larger future investments in offshore wind power in Maine made by Statoil and other 

companies. Commercial-scale offshore wind power facilities vary in size, but-for the 

purposes of this study-a 500 MW project is examined. Based on current technologies, 

such a facility would likely consist of one hundred floating wind turbines--capable of 

generating 5 MW of electricity each-installed about 12 miles offshore. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the statewide economic impact of a 

commercial-scale, 500 MW offshore wind power facility. Economic impact is defined as 

the output (i.e., sales revenue), employment and labor income (e.g., wages and salaries) 

that are directly supported by the offshore wind power facility, as well as the multiplier 

effects associated with the spending of businesses and workers that are part of the 

project's supply chain in Maine. The study will consider in separate economic impact 

assessments the facility's planning and construction phase, which would involve 

substantial investments (e.g., spending on construction and wind turbines) made over a 

3 
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relatively shmi time period, and its permanent operations. Information used to determine 

the costs of building and operating an offshore wind power facility comes from published 

academic and government agency repmis. An economic impact model (IMPLAN) of the 

Maine economy is used to estimate the multiplier effects. 

A key factor influencing the facility's impact on the state's economy-in both the 

construction and operations phases of the project-is the amount of spending likely to 

occur in Maine. A fully developed supply chain that includes an in-state wind turbine 

assembly plant could capture a substantial amount of the spending on manufactured 

goods (e.g., turbines and related components) required to build and operate the offshore 

wind power facility. Even if manufactured goods are imported from elsewhere, sizable 

percentages of project spending on construction, professional and technical services, and 

water transpmiation are expected to take place in the state-regardless of whether the 

companies are headquartered in Maine. 

Industry stakeholders, who were interviewed as part of this study, point to two 

possible scenarios for the wind power facility's supply chain in Maine.3 One scenario, 

referred to in the repmi as the "existing supply chain," is that Maine would not attract an 

assembly plant and, thus, the turbines would have to be imported from outside the state. 

Under this scenario, the project's impacts would arise mainly from direct spending on 

construction, professional and technical services, and water transportation-as well as the 

multiplier effects that impact almost all sectors of the Maine economy. Those interviewed 

suggest that substantial commitments to offshore wind power, most likely in addition to a 

We thank the following individuals and organizations for participating in the stakeholder 
interviews: John Cooney, Reed & Reed, Inc.; Habib Dagher, University of Maine; Parker 
Hadlock, Cianbro Corporation; Sargent Corporation; Steve Von Vogt, Maine Composites 
Alliance; and Paul Williamson, Maine Wind Industry Initiative. 
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single 500 MW facility, would be necessary to attract a turbine assembly plant to Maine.4 

The industry stakeholders describe a second scenario, which is referred to in this report as 

an "enhanced supply chain," as one in which a strong commitment to offshore wind 

power allows Maine to attract a turbine assembly plant. If this occurred, the project's 

impacts would include substantial expenditures on manufactured goods-and its 

associated multiplier effects-as well as spending on construction, professional and 

technical services, and water transportation. 

The rest of this report is organized as follows. The next section examines the 

economic impacts of a commercial-scale offshore wind power facility's planning and 

construction phase, under the existing and enhanced supply chain scenarios. Section 3 

examines the economic impacts associated with the facility's electricity generation 

operations and its annual maintenance expenditures. The final section provides a 

summary of the results. 

2. IMPACTS OFF ACILITY CONSTRUCTION (YEARS 1 TO 5) 

The size of the impacts on the Maine economy from a commercial-scale offshore 

wind power facility's planning and construction (e.g., turbine installation) phase would 

depend on the amount of investment spending that takes place in the state and the 

magnitude of the multiplier effects. Table 1 presents information on the costs of 

construction and installation (i.e., project costs), as well as the industrial sectors that are 

impacted. Although the specifics of any future projects may differ slightly from what is 

shown in the table, these cost figures and the types of industries that supply goods and 

Another possibility mentioned in the stakeholder interviews is that an assembly plant could locate 
in Maine to provide turbines used here as well as other states located in the region. 
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services provide reasonable guidelines for the requirements of constructing a 

commercial-scale offshore wind power facility in Maine.5 

As noted above, this report presents two sets of facility planning and construction 

impacts that differ in terms of the estimated amounts of spending that would occur in 

Maine. Under both the existing and enhanced supply chain scenarios, the impacts are 

based on a total project cost of $1.6 billion for a 500 MW offshore wind power facility-

which is the lower of the two costs figures shown in Table 1. Since the employment and 

labor income impacts are related to the total amount of spending, using this cost estimate 

means that the economic impact assessment results are lower than they would have been 

if the overall cost figure of $2.0 billion were used. Both of the scenarios use the same 

industries (see Table 1) as suppliers of goods and services required to construct the 

offshore wind power facility. The difference between the two sets of analysis is that the 

enhanced supply chain scenario has, in some cases, larger percentages of the required 

goods and services available in Maine. 

Existing Supply Chain 

Table 2 shows information on the estimated annual statewide economic impact 

from the planning and construction of a 500 MW offshore wind power facility under the 

existing supply chain. For the purposes of this analysis, the expenditures are spread 

evenly over a five-year period. Actual expenditures will likely vary by year of the project, 

with the highest amounts spent when the turbines are purchased and installed. This means 

The Fingersh, Hand and Laxson (2006) study provides a detailed list of the components required 
to manufacture a wind turbine, along with the industries that provide them. Although the 
economic impact tables presented in this repmi provide industry-level details, using sectors that 
are based on the Fingersh, Hand and Laxson (2006) study, many of the required components 
would likely be produced and assembled by a single (multi-plant) turbine manufacturer. 
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that the actual employment and labor income impacts will also differ by year, but the 

impacts over the entire planning and construction phase will be similar to those implied 

in Table 2. The direct output of$153.5 million is the estimated amount of direct spending 

that would occur in Maine, based on the current availability of required goods and 

services according to the Maine IMPLAN model, described below. This amount of 

spending would support 1,253 full- and part-time jobs that provide $48.3 million in labor 

income annually. 6 

Direct output of$153.5 million is equivalent to 48 percent ofthe projected annual 

spending on planning and construction, implying that Maine-based companies would 

receive-as revenue-this share of investment expenditures. This does not suggest, 

however, that 48 percent of the project's entire supply chain (e.g., expenditures made by 

the direct suppliers) would be located in Maine. The extent to which Maine-based 

companies (receiving the $153.5 million in revenue) purchase their inputs from other in-

state suppliers is estimated by the Maine IMPLAN model. 

The multiplier effects shown in Table 2 are the additional output (i.e., sales 

revenue), employment and labor income (e.g., wages and salaries) in Maine that are 

supported by the purchases of businesses and workers that are impacted by the offshore 

wind power facility's planning and construction. The IMPLAN model, used to estimate 

the multiplier effects, is an input-output framework that traces the flows of expenditures 

and income through the Maine economy with a complex system of accounts that are 

6 To arrive at direct impact values over the entire planning and construction period, these average 
annual figures could be multiplied by 5-assuming that future values are not discounted. (A 
discount rate could be applied to future values, if desired). The employment estimates should not 
be multiplied by 5, since many of the jobs would continue over multiple years. 
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uniquely tailored to the region.7 Underlying these accounts is information regarding 

transactions occurring among businesses located in Maine, the spending patterns of 

households, and transactions occmTing between Maine business and households and the 

rest of the world. Some of the data sources used to develop the IMPLAN model include 

County Business Patterns of the U.S. Census Bureau, Regional Economic Information 

System (REIS) data and input-output accounts from the U.S. Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, and ES-202 statistics from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Including multiplier effects, the planning and construction of a 500 MW offshore 

wind power facility would have an annual economic impact-for the five years of the 

project-of an estimated $271.0 million in output, 2,218 full- and part-time jobs, and 

$89.2 million in labor income.8 These figures indicate that the workers directly and 

indirectly involved in the facility's planning and construction phase, under the current 

supply chain scenario, would earn an average of$40,232 in labor income per year. 

The output multiplier of 1. 77, defined as the ratio of total output ($271.0 million) 

to direct output ($153.5 million), suggests that every $1.00 of spending in Maine on the 

planning and construction of the offshore wind power facility would support a total of 

$1.77 in statewide economic activity; that is, the "initial" $1.00 in spending plus an 

additional $0.77 spread across other locations and sectors of the economy. The 

employment multiplier of 1.77, calculated as the ratio of total (2,218 jobs) to direct 

(1,253 jobs) employment, implies that the economic activity associated with each person 

Version 3.0 of the IMPLAN model has information on 440 sectors of the economy. Since the 
model does not include a sector for "wind turbine manufacturing," the impacts are spread across 
industries that provide products and services used to manufacture and install offshore wind 
turbines. 
The IMPLAN model is based on a headcount of employment, which does not distinguish between 
full- and part-time workers. 
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directly related to the offshore wind power facility's construction and installation would 

support a total of 1. 77 Maine jobs; that is, the person related to the project and an 

additional 0.77 full- and part-time jobs elsewhere in the state.9 

Tables 3, 4 and 5 present information on the output, employment and labor 

income impacts at a detailed (i.e., 3-digit NAICS) industry level. As shown in Table 3, an 

estimated $118.4 million (77 percent) of the $153.5 million in direct spending on the 

project would take place in the construction sector, supporting 1,068 full- and part-time 

jobs (Table 4) that provide $38.9 million in labor income (Table 5). 10 In addition to the 

large amount of construction spending, the Water Transportation ($15.0 million) and 

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services ($11.1 million) sectors would be 

expected to experience substantial impacts as a direct result of the offshore wind power 

facility's planning and construction. 

The other sectors showing direct impacts in Table 3 have output amounts that are 

estimated as the product of the spending required in the facility's planning and 

construction phase (based on information from the Fingersh, Hand and Laxson (2006) 

study, see Table 1) multiplied by the percentage of spending that is likely to occur in 

Maine (from the Maine IMPLAN model). For many of these sectors, the IMPLAN model 

estimates that a small percentage of purchased inputs would come from Maine. The 

10 
The similarity of the output and employment multipliers is merely coincidental. 
The construction impacts would occur in the state regardless of whether the contractor is 
headquartered in Maine. The number of "Maine workers" employed in the planning and 
construction phase might be higher, however, if an in-state contractor were used. The direct 
employment impact to the construction sector (I ,068 jobs) in Maine is similar to the in-state 
construction impact for wind power facility construction estimated by Colgan (20 II), after 
adjusting for differences in (I) the time frame of the analysis (e.g., Colgan uses an eight-year 
period for planning and construction); (2) the total amount of investment (e.g., Colgan examines 
the impacts associated with $642 million in capital expenditures to develop facilities with a 
combined capacity of257 MW); and (3) the hourly wage rate for construction labor (e.g., Colgan 
uses an hourly rate, including benefits, of $29.00). 
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relatively small direct impacts to manufacturing sectors unde·r the existing supply chain 

scenario are consistent with the judgment of the stakeholders interviewed for this study 

who indicated that, at present, the turbines would need to be imported from outside of 

Maine. 

Enhanced Supply Chain 

Table 6 shows information on the estimated annual statewide economic impact 

related to a commercial-scale offshore wind power facility's planning and construction, 

based on an enhanced supply chain. In this analysis, the amounts of project spending in 

Maine on construction, transportation, and professional and technical services are similar 

to the figures used in the impact assessment based on the existing supply chain. In-state 

expenditures on manufactured goods are augmented in this analysis, compared to the 

existing supply chain scenario, if the estimated number of jobs supported by the spending 

to plan and build a 500 MW offshore wind power facility exceeds the U.S. average 

employment size of a plant in the manufacturing sector. This means that, for at least the 

five years of the facility's planning and construction, the plant could operate at a scale 

that is large enough to warrant its required investments. 11 As noted in the stakeholder 

interviews, the amount of manufacturing activity that ultimately materializes in Maine 

would likely depend on the state's continued support for offshore wind power. 

With this caveat in mind, the direct output figure in Table 6 suggests that an 

enhanced supply chain in Maine could capture about $292.4 million in direct facility 

II After the five years of the 500 MW offshore wind power facility's planning and construction are 
complete, a turbine assembly plant located in the state could provide materials for other offshore 
wind power projects in Maine, given continued support for the industry, or projects in other 
regions (see footnote 4). In addition, the Maine-based contractors, and professional and technical 
service providers involved in offshore wind power could export their services outside the state. 
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planning and construction spending per year. This amount of direct output is equivalent 

to 91 percent of the projected annual spending on planning and construction, implying 

that Maine-based companies would receive-as revenue-this share of investment 

expenditures. This does not suggest, however, that 91 percent of the project's entire 

supply chain (e.g., expenditures made by the direct suppliers, such as the turbine 

assembly facility) would be located in Maine. The extent to which Maine-based 

companies (receiving the $292.4 million in revenue) purchase their inputs from other in

state suppliers is estimated by the Maine IMPLAN model. 

The annual statewide economic impact, including multiplier effects, associated 

with this amount of direct spending would be an estimated $473.0 million in output, 

3,199 full- and part-time jobs, and $141.9 million in labor income. These figures indicate 

that the workers who are directly and indirectly involved with the offshore wind power 

facility's planning and construction would earn an average of $44,350 in labor income 

per year. This amount of earnings per worker exceeds the one implied by the figures 

shown in Table 2 ($40,232), mainly due to the inclusion of additional manufacturing 

activity in the direct impact under the enhanced supply chain scenario. 

The employment multiplier of 1.86, defined as the ratio of total (3,199 jobs) to 

direct (1,724 jobs) employment, suggests that the economic activity associated with each 

worker related to the offshore wind power facility's planning and construction supports a 

total of 1.86 Maine jobs; that is, the person directly supported by the project spending and 

an additional 0.86 full- and pm1-time jobs elsewhere in the state. This value exceeds the 

employment multiplier estimated in the analysis under the existing supply chain due to 

the inclusion of additional spending on manufactured goods under the enhanced supply 
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chain. Manufacturing industries tend to have large employment multipliers because of 

their high levels of productivity (i.e., output per worker), which typically result in more 

spending (that supports other jobs counted in the multiplier effects) per worker. 

Tables 7, 8 and 9 show the economic impact results by detailed industrial sector. 

Comparing the direct output figures between Tables 3 and 7, we see that the estimated 

amounts of spending on construction, transportation, professional and technical services, 

and several other industries are similar in the existing and enhanced supply chain 

scenarios. This is because the economic impact models-in both cases-estimate that the 

state will capture similar amounts of spending in these sectors. 

The direct output figures shown in Tables 3 and 7 differ-in some cases, quite 

substantially-in sectors that are not cunently part of the in-state supply chain but have 

large enough employment impacts to be counted in the enhanced supply chain. This 

means that the differences between Tables 3 and 7 are primarily in manufacturing sectors 

such as Primary Metal Manufacturing (NAICS 331 ), Fabricated Metal Product 

Manufacturing (NAICS 332), Machinery Manufacturing (NAICS 333), Electrical 

Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing (NAICS 335), and Transportation 

Equipment Manufacturing (NAICS 336). Along with the larger direct impacts shown in 

Tables 7, 8 and 9, the multiplier effects exceed those from the existing supply chain 

analysis due to the inclusion of more in-state spending under the enhanced supply chain 

scenario. 
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3. IMPACTS OF FACILITY OPERATIONS (YEARS 6 TO 25) 

After the planning and construction phase of a commercial-scale offshore wind 

power project is completed, the facility would provide an ongoing impact to the Maine 

economy through its electricity generation (and sales) and annual expenditures on 

operations and maintenance. For the purposes of this analysis, a 20-year period of 

operations is used-although the impacts of the facility would extend beyond this period. 

Using information on the facility's potential capacity factor (i.e., amount of electricity 

generated annually relative to its size) and the estimated cost of producing electricity 

from offshore wind power facilities (Hunt 2010; U.S. Department of Energy 2011), we 

arrive at annual revenue figures of $14 7.5 million and $186.6 million. 12 As in the 

previous analysis, we use the lower of these two figures in the economic impact 

assessment, which provides more conservative estimates. 

The economic impact assessment of facility operations considers two scenarios 

for the in-state supply chain. The first scenario, labeled as the existing supply chain, 

assumes that construction, maintenance and manufactured goods-used to replace turbine 

parts-would be available in the state as estimated by the Maine IMPLAN model. 

Additionally, the amount of electricity sales operations that occur in Maine is based on 

estimates from the Maine IMPLAN model. The second scenario, labeled as the enhanced 

supply chain, assumes that the manufactured goods counted in the analysis of the 

planning and construction phase would be purchased in state, and that sales operations 

would be established in Maine. 13 

12 

13 
These figures are in 2009 dollars. 
The Cape Wind proposed offshore wind power facility in Massachusetts recently announced that 
its operations unit alone would employ 50 full-time workers (Alspach 20 12). 
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Tables 10 and 11 present information on the estimated annual economic impacts 

of a commercial-scale offshore wind power facility's electricity sales and operations, 

under the existing and enhanced supply chain scenarios. Under the existing supply chain 

scenario, the sales and operations phase would directly support 231 full- and pmi-time 

jobs, and provide $18.9 million in labor income. 14 Including multiplier effects, the 

facility's permanent operations would have an annual economic impact-based on the 

existing supply chain-of an estimated $115.4 million in output, 546 full- and part-time 

jobs, and $31.5 million in labor income. The employment multiplier of 2.36, defined as 

the ratio of total (546 jobs) to direct (231 jobs) employment, implies that the economic 

activity per worker directly involved in the offshore wind power facility's annual 

operations would support 2.36 jobs; that is, the person working in facility operations and 

maintenance and an additional 1.36 jobs elsewhere in the Maine economy. 

Under the enhanced supply chain scenario, in which most of the electricity sales 

operations and spending on facility maintenance would take place in Maine, the direct 

economic activity would support 384 full- and part-time jobs, and provide $33.1 million 

in labor income annually. Including multiplier effects, the facility's permanent operations 

would have an annual economic impact under an enhanced supply chain of an estimated 

$209.8 million in output, 932 full- and pmi-time jobs, and $55.1 million in labor income. 

14 The direct employment impact includes 107 full- and part-time jobs in operations and 
maintenance, and 124 full- and part-time jobs in Electric Generation, Transmission and 
Distribution (NAICS 2211 ). By comparison, a 2003 study on the economic impact of Cape Wind 
in Massachusetts estimated that the 420 MW facility would support 50 O&M (operations and 
maintenance) workers earning an average of $52,880 in wages and salaries (an amount suggesting 
that most of the positions are assumed to be full-time) (Global Insight 2003). The direct 
employment impact for operations and maintenance is similar to the one estimated for Cape Wind, 
after adjusting for differences in the size of the facilities and the mix of full- and part-time 
positions (suggested by differences in average annual wages and salaries). The 124 full- and part
time jobs in Electric Generation, Transmission and Distribution are equivalent to about 5 percent 
of the sector's total employment in Maine (based on County Business Patterns data from the U.S. 
Census Bureau). This impact would occur, as estimated by the Maine IMPLAN model, if the 
company managing the facility sets up (at least) part of its electricity sales operations in the state. 
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The employment multiplier of 2.43 is higher than the one estimated in the analysis of 

operations under the existing supply chain (multiplier of 2.36) due to the inclusion of 

additional manufacturing and electricity sales operations, which tend to have large 

amounts of output per worker (and, thus, high employment multipliers). 

The final two tables (Tables 12 and 13) present information on the estimated 

average annual economic impacts-over a 25-year time horizon-of a commercial-scale 

offshore wind power project. The first five years of the project cover the planning and 

construction phase, while the remaining twenty years cover the facility's electricity 

generation, and operations and maintenance. 15 As shown in Table 12, the average 

statewide annual economic impact of a commercial-scale offshore wind power project 

under the existing supply chain in Maine would be-including multiplier effects-an 

estimated $146.5 million in output, 881 full- and part-time jobs, and $43.0 million in 

labor income. The average annual impact increases under the enhanced supply chain to 

an estimated $256.7 million in output, I ,386 full- and part-time jobs, and $70.8 million in 

labor income. 16 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to examine the statewide economic impact of a 

commercial-scale offshore wind power project in Maine This project, which involves 

developing a 500 MW offshore wind power facility, would impact the Maine economy 

through its planning and construction phase as well as its permanent operations. These 

15 

16 
As noted above, the impacts of facility operations would extend beyond 20 years. 
This employment figure, which would scale up for a 5 GW wind power project to an average of 
13,860 jobs over 25 years, is in-line with an employment impact estimate (16,700 jobs over 20 
years) from a previous study on off-shore wind power in Maine (Maine Ocean Energy Task Force 
2009). 
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phases of the project are examined under two scenarios regarding the wind power 

facility's supply chain in Maine. The first scenario is based on an existing in-state supply 

chain that consists primarily of construction, transpotiation, and professional and 

technical service providers. The second scenario is based on an enhanced supply chain in 

Maine that includes these industries, as well as substantial amounts of manufacturing 

activities. Industry stakeholders interviewed for this study generally agree that Maine 

would need to demonstrate strong support for offshore wind power in order to attract a 

turbine assembly plant, which would manufacture the blades used in the facility. 

Results of the analysis indicate that a commercial-scale offshore wind power 

project would have an average annual economic impact-including multiplier effects

under the existing supply chain scenario of an estimated $146.5 million in output, 881 

full- and part-time jobs, and $43.0 million in labor income. Under the enhanced supply 

chain scenario, these average annual impacts could increase to an estimated $256.7 

million in output, 1,386 full- and part-time jobs, and $70.8 million in labor income. 
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Table 1. Costs of Offshore Wind Facility Planning and Construction 

Source 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2010 

Hunt, 2010 

Project Costs 
PerkW 

$3,921 

$3,200 

Sectors Impacted (source: Fingersh, Hand and Laxson, 2006) 

Construction 
Speed changer, industrial high-speed drive, and gear manufacturing 
Rolling and drawing of purchased steel 
Communication and energy wire and cable manufacturing 
Power, distribution, and specialty transformer manufacturing 
Ferrous metal foundries 
Relay and industrial control manufacturing 
Water transportation 
Motor and generator manufacturing 
Architectural, engineering, and related services 
Other pressed and blown glass and glassware manufacturing 
Switchgear and switchboard apparatus manufacturing 
Ball and roller bearing manufacturing 
Truck transportation 
Adhesive manufacturing 
Instruments and related products manufacturing ... 
Fluid power process machinery 
Urethane and other foam product (except polystyrene) manufacturing 
Turned product and screw, nut, and bolt manufacturing 
Motor vehicle parts manufacturing 

Costs for 
500 MW Facility 

$1,960,500,000 

$1,600,000,000 

Notes: Project costs ($2008) from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (201 0) are 
a capacity-weighted average for proposed U.S. projects, 2010-2015. Project costs ($2009) 
from Hunt (20 1 0) are estimates for the costs of constructing an offshore wind power 
facility in 2020. The study by Fingersh, Hand and Laxson (2006) lists very specific 
industrial categories, which are-in some cases-aggregated into more general categories 
shown in the table. 
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Table 2. Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW Offshore Wind 
Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming existing supply 
chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$153,471,170 
Per year 

1,253 

$48,275,479 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$117,544,614 
Per year 

965 

$40,959,361 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$271,015,784 
Per year 

2,218 

$89,234,840 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are reported in 2012 dollars. To arrive at total 
output and income impacts over the entire planning and construction period, these 
average annual figures could be multiplied by 5-assuming that future values are not 
discounted. (A discount rate could be applied to future values, if desired). The 
employment estimates should not be multiplied by 5, since many of the jobs would 
continue over multiple years. 
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Table 3. Detailed Annual Statewide Output Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW Offshore 
Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming existing 
supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

______ 1~_1 ________ 9r~p_p_r_qg_y~E<?I} ______________ --~_o _ __ $267,351 $267,351 
_____ _1~~ ______ -~!li!!lal_ P~()9_L!~_t!()!l _____________ ~_o __ _ _____ :- _ :: :$?:4:~~~::: :::::::::: :)~~:.~4~: :::: ::: 

Forestry and 
______ 1~-~-------~()_gg)ng ____________________ -~~-- ------------~~~~·-1~~----- __ 

Fishing, Hunting and 
_____ 11_4 ____ T~?_RP)I}g______ _ ___ _ -------~~-------------- -~1,?_~? __________ ----~-1._~??_ 

Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

______ 1 ~ ~ __ fo!_~~!~Y __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -~~ _______________ -~~L~38 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~-~?_._8~_8- _______ _ 
Oil and Gas 

--~1_1_- --- -~?<_tf?_C2!i~Q_ --- ---- ------------ -~~----- --- --- --~-12~.~(5~------ ------ --~~-~~1?_~(3 __ -- --
Mining (except Oil 

---~~~----- --~!}-~ _<;3_~?)_ ------------------- --~_o ------- ~-~! ~.-~(3_1_----------
Support Activities for 

_____ -~1 A_ _rylin_in_g ________________________ -~~ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ --~_8,_8_Q? _________________ ~-~·_80~ _ 
_ --~?_1 ______ V~!I!ti~-~--- _ _ _ ----------------~~-- _ ____ J_1_,_4~~.-~?-~------------~~ 1 ~_12,_8_2~ 
--- -~~---- _9~1}?_tf~_C2!i~Q__ -- ------~1_1_~,~~4,4_1 _ _8 __ J-~9~.?4_4 ___________ ~-1~~.-~?_Q,_!?~ --- -

_ --~~-1__ --~()_qg _ _r.,tl~I}U_~~<::!IJril}g_ -----------~~- _________ E01_,_~3~--------------~!Q! 1 ?_~5 _______ _ 
Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

____ 31~- _ M.<l!l_L!f<l~-t~_~i!1_9 ________________ J_Q _ ________ -~-~4_:3_.?9_~----------- --~?.4~JO~--- ___ _ 
___ --~1-~-- Ie.~!i!E?_f\11!1!~--- -------------~}_Q,_4?_4 __ _ __ -~}-~,?QQ________ __ ~?8_,_~64 
_____ ~1.4__ __T~-~!i!E?_P_~qd_u<:;t_M_iJI_~ __________ J_28 _____________ F_~,??L____ -----~??_.~9~---- __ _ 

Apparel 
____ -~1-~ ______ _f'f'l<l!l_L!f<l~t~r_i!1_9 ____________ _ 

Leather and Allied 
Product 

-~~- -------------- -~}-~,~24 ------------ ~1?_._4?.4--

____ --~ ~~ ______ r.Jl_anl!f<l~-t~_r_i!1_9 _________________ ~~ ____________ -~?JX~ ______________ E._??_<! _________ _ 
Wood Product 

____ -~?1 _______ ]'!1_C1nl!f<l~t1Jr_il1_9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _____ ~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -~-1_,_1 _ _8_~.-~ ~ _1 ___________ -~! 1 } ~?1 ~_1! _______ _ 
Paper 

____ -~?~ _______ r.Jl_<l!l_L!f<lc_ty~in_g __________ _ 
Printing and Related 

_ ____ ~~ _______________ ~-~_8!._49? _____________ -~~-~?AQ? _______ _ 

-----~?A---- ___ $~_pp_q~t A~t['{[t!E?? ___ -- - - ---- -~~--- ------- - -- ~-1- 38,_1_9_~-- --------- -~ }_~8, }_0_8_ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

_____ -~2_4 _ _ _ _r.Jl_<l!l_Lif<l~-t~_rin_g __________________ ~_o ____________ ~_4._? ~-~·-~~5 ___________ -~~1 ?_4?, ~95 _____ _ 
Chemical 

---- --~?5-- -- _r.Jl_<l!l_Lif<l~-t~_~i!1_9-- ------------ ~?,5~1 ------------~.4~Q._~(3~--- - ----- -~~-~?1_8_~?- --------
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

__ -~?~ ______ fy'la!l_Lif<l~-t~_~i!1_9 _ _ _ _______ ~~! 3_,_8? 1_ _ ________ ~-~?_1_.?~_5 _ _ _ _ ______ -~~-~?1 ?_~(3- ______ _ 
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

_____ _3?? _ _ fy'la!l_Ufe1~-t~_r_i!1_9 _____________ -~~-~._49_4 _ 

331 
Primary Metal 
Manufacturing $977,588 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 3. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

____ -~~~ _______ ryl_~!l_Lif?c_t~_rin_g _ _ _ _ ________ $§J.??_,~J :L _________ $_1_,_~?~,-~23 __ 
Machinery 

Total 
Impact 

____ --~~A _______ r:v'lanllf?~_t!-!_rj!l_g _______________ $§J.?Q~-~~~ __ __ __ _ _ $_12~,_3?_1__ __ _ __ _ _ -~} 2 9_951 ~_1 ? _____ _ 
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

____ -~~"! _____ fY'1a!l_Lif?~-t~_r)!1_9 _______________ -~~-4,_?9_9 __ 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

_____ -~~-~ _______ M_an_Lif?~tu_~i!1_9 ______________ $_1_,_~?_1_,_1 ?-~- ________ -~~-~,_1 ?1_ __ _ _ ___ -~} }_202 ~49 _______ _ 
Transportation 
Equipment 

_____ -~~~- ______ ryl_anllfa~tu_r)!1_9 _______________ $_1_?_5_}~§)_ ___________ -~~-4,_279 __ 
Furniture and 
Related Product 

------~~~-------ryl_~!l_Lif?~_t!-!_ri!l_g__ _ ____________ $_Q ____________ --~?~,_72~--- _ _ ----~2~_,!?9_ ________ _ 
Miscellaneous 

______ 3~~-- ___ M_?!lllf~~-t~_r_i!1_9 _________________ _$_1 _______ ---~~-1,_??_~---------------~~)_,_~??_ _______ _ 
42 Wholesale Trade $0 $5,264,197 $5,264,197 ---- --- --- -Moior\.iefl-icle-aricf _________ -------- - ---------------------------- --- -------- --------- - -

_____ _44_1 ___ f'9.~t?_!::l~_?!E?~~------ _________ $.Q _____________ $_1_,_Q?_~,_27~ _____ -~} 2 9_281 ?X~------ _ 
Furniture and Home 

______ 4-:l~ ___ -~~-r-~i-~~!~g-~_~_t9_~~~ __ _ ____ $_Q _______________ $~?~,_37§)___ _ __ ---~?-~~2 ~!~------ __ 
Electronics and 

_____ .4-:lA ______ -~RJ?!i~~~-e Sto_r_~~--- _____________ $_Q _ __ ___ __ _ __ ~~?~~-~?! _____________ -~?!?1 ?_~?- ____ _ 
Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

_____ 4-:l~ ______ -~!-!J?RI!E??_!::l~_C)Iers ________________ $_Q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $~-:l?.~-~~§1_- ____________ -~~_4?)_~~- _______ _ 
Food and Beverage 

445 Stores $0 $1,280,212 $1,280,212 -----------------Health -aiic(f:>-ersorial ____ ----------------- -------------------------------------------- -------
446 Care Stores $0 $605,724 $605,724 

----- 44 7---:- _ -~:e1~~~l0~ :$!?}I~~~::::::::-:::-:: $9 _: __ :: :::::::: $~1 !~:~~{::- ::: _:---: :~~:1 t:~:~f-: __ :-: 
Clothing and 
Clothing 

______ 4-:l~ ______ Ac_c;es~()!)E??_ ~!()~~-~ _____________ $_Q_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ $_~1 ~~-14_~ _____________ -~?_1-:lJ }_4? __ ______ _ 
Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book, and 

_____ 4?_1 _______ ry~_L_J?J~-~!C?rE?? ________________ J9 ___________ $_27_1_,_~4~--------------~?!12~4? ________ _ 
General 

______ 4?~ _______ ry~_E?~~h?!l_q!~~- ~!C?r~-~ ___________ $9 _________ $_1_,_18!,_~~9 -~ 121 ~?]?_~9- _ _ _ _ _ 
Miscellaneous Store 

453 Retailers $0 $460,384 $460,384 
- ---454---- -Nonstore-Reialfers--------------$o---------------$763,69o------------- -$763~6-9o---------

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 3. Continued 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

____ _4?_1 _______ -~i(f~?T!~P-~r:!~!i~~- ___________ ~~ ______________ J_11~._40~ ___________ --~} _1414_Q~_ _ _ _ _ _ 
___ .4?~ _______ 13_C!iJ Tr~~~RC?T!?!l~f1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -~~ _______________ ~:2??_._05p _____________ -~??~19_~9 __ ____ _ 

Water 
_ __ .4??_ ______ _T~?_I"!SRC?r:!?!i_~rl- _ __ _ _ _ _ _ -~_1!)1 9_Q~1 _1_?~- _______ -~?Q,QO! ___________ -~-1-~,Q?_~,} ?_4 ______ _ 

Truck 
______ 4?:4: _____ Jr?.~?R~r!?!i~n ____________ -~~.:4:?:4: . .Q4~ _________ ~~.-~?-~.-~?-~ ________ .F1 }_~?1~-~} _____ _ 

Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

_____ _4?_5 ______ Tr?_f)?R~r:!?!i_~f1 ___ --------------~~ _ _ ---------~-14?_,_~~-Q _ -----------~}_4~1?_~9 ______ _ 
Pipeline 

______ 4?~ ____ T~?_f)?RC?r:!?!i_C!r1. __ --------------~~---- -----------~4-~,631 __ ----------~42_.~~_1 __ _ 
Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

_____ 48?:_ _____ _T~?_f)?R<?r:!?!i_C!r1 ________ ----------~~-- _____ -~-1-,X~~.-~!)_6 __ -------~!J_~?!~-~~-- __ _ 
Couriers and 

_ __ _4~~ _______ f\J1_f??_~f?~g~_r_~ _ _ _ ____________ JP ____________ -~_1_,_4~_Q,_~?-~ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ -~1 A~9!~-~~- _____ _ 
Warehousing and 

----- _4~?.- ----- _$!<?!~9~ --------- ------------~p -- -----------~-5~?_._~?? __ ---- -- -- --~?-~?&~?__- -- --
Publishing 
Industries (except 

-~1_1__ ______ 1n_t~~~~t)__ _____ _ ___________ -~Q ________ ------~~??_._~?-~ -------------~?-~?1 ~_55 ______ _ 
Motion Picture and 
Sound Recording 

------~!~------ ~~~!J-~!rj{3S __ __ _ ____ __ _ ___ -----~~-- ___ --------~-1_1?)~?~--- ___ -----~!_1?1~-~~ 
Broadcasting 

_____ 515 ____ (~><~-~P!J_f)1E?rl1~t.L _________ -~Q_ _ _____ __F15_,_4?0 _________ $?_1!),4_~0 ______ _ 
517 Telecommunications $0 $1,733,246 $1,733,246 -------- - - - -ciafa-ProcElssin9: ---------------------------------------- ------------------ --------- ----

Hosting and Related 

------~1~ ____ $~f'{i_ces________ _ _________ ---~~------- _ ---~-~?_1_._74~---------- -~~_71X4? _______ _ 
Other Information 

___ -~1~------ Se~tC2E?~---- ___________ -----~~ -----------~;23?_.?~7:_ ___ --------~?-~~1 ?_~7 
Monetary 
Authorities-Central 

_ -----~?_1____ Bank _______________________ J~----- _____ --~_4._1~~·-Q~_2 _ ---------~41 } 991 9_~? __ _____ _ 
Credit 
Intermediation and 

__ --~?~-- ____ R~I~t_f?(j_~ct[vi_t!E?~----- _____ ---~~- ____ ---~-1_,_~3~._5?_2____ __ --~! 1 ~-~21 1)_~?- _____ _ 
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 

523 Related Activities 

524 

Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities $0 

Table is continued on the following page. 

$5,474,509 $5,474,509 
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Table 3. Continued 

NAICS 
Category 

525 ------- -
531 

NAICS 
Description 
Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

__ v~o!~~E?? _________________________ ~.Q _____________ ~-~~?.._1 ~-t ___________ --~?-~~1 :t_~ :t ______ _ 
_f3_~9L~~t§!tE? ____ ----------------~.Q _________ -~~.?~~~-~~-t ___________ H1?_~~J~-~:t ______ _ 
Rental and Leasing 

---- --~~f--- -- -~~~i-~~?-- -- - ---------------- --~_Q- ------g,_~9_1,_Q?_~_--------- -~?2~0} ]9_~?- -----
Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

------~~-~---- ___ \!York~L______ ______ _ ______ --~_Q___________ _ -~~17.._~16 __ ------~?_1?2 ?_1? _______ _ 
Professional, 
Scientific, and 

------~4_1__ __T~-~~_f!if<?[_~ervice? _______ JJ:t!9_69/~~1_ _ _ --~-1?2 ~19_,~4? _____ _____ g~~9"ZQ~?~? ______ _ 
Management of 
Companies and 

____ --~~ _ _ _ -~_f!t~~Pn~~-~ _____________________ -~.Q _ _ _ ___ -~_1_,_~9?.._~ :t -~--- _______ --~! 2?_06]?_1 ~-- _____ _ 
Administrative and 

----- -~?_1 ___ -- ---~~I?P.C?~ -~~_ry'ifE??_-- ------------~_Q ----------- -~~~-9??.,_~?-~-- --------- -~:l29_~?2?_~8_ -- ---
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

_____ -~?~- ___ ---~~rviCE??_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ ~_Q _ __ _ _ ___ _ ___ ~?.~?_,_9! _1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -~?972 9_1 L ______ _ 
Educational 

_____ ~} _1__ _____ -~~~iCE?? ________________________ ~_Q ____________ ~-1_,_14~._7}_1 __________ -~} 2 }_~?J_3} _ ___ _ 
Ambulatory Health 

-----~?_1 ________ c_~~~- ?E?~i~~-~-- ______ _ _ ___ ---~.Q ___________ ---~~~-~?~.-~!-~--------- _ -~?1?_6?2~1~- ___ _ 
_ ---~?~-------fj~~P.i!al~_ ________ ____ _ ______ --~_Q __________ J~,_o~_1,_E??_~ __________ --~:l2 9_~} 2?39 

Nursing and 
Residential Care 

623 Facilities $0 $1,263,326 $1,263,326 
_:::~?~:::::::$~~[a[ ~~~i?}~~~~:::-: _ ::_: _:: :$Q ::::::::::--:- :$~?~.~~~:: :::::::::- -:~~23,~:~$_:: _::: _: 

Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports, 
and Related 

_____ X! _1__ ______ 1[!~!-l_stri~_s _____________________ -~_Q __ __ _ _ ____ ~-~??_,_9?~-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -~?_66,9_~?- _______ _ 
Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 

_____ _7}~------ lf!StitutiO_f!S ___________ ----------~_Q- ____ -------~?_4~?~2 _____ ----~~4_,?_:l?_ ________ _ 
Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 

_ __X!~ ______ )!!~!-1-~trj~-~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -~_Q _______________ ~?.0?_,_0~~-- ___________ -~?_9?,9~~-
- __ J?_1 ________ ~~_q()!!l_f!l.C?9_ati~l!- ______ -------~.Q_____________ _F~~6?_~-------- _______ E?_.?.?~-- ____ _ 

Food Services and 
_____ X?~ ______ _l?!il!_~in_g_~l9_qE?~ _ _ ___ _ _ __ ~.Q ______________ ~~~-1 ?.Q,_~:l-~- __________ -~:l2 E92~_48 

Repair and 
811 Maintenance $0 $3,002,279 $3,002,279 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 3. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

----- -~~_2 --- ---~a_l!ll~~y _$_~~'{~'?~~---- ------ JQ ---------------~-~Q.Q,_~?~-
Religious, 
Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 

Total 
Impact 

_____ 81_~-- _ _9!_9?_~izati~ns _______________ -~9. __ ________ J_1_,_~~-~.-~?-~-- __ ---~~ 1 ~_331?65 _ 
___ --~1_L! _______ ~n'{?_te_ H~ll?_~~~~~~--------- ---~9 ___ -----------~_1_??_._Q4~- $122,043 
____ ."!~_1 ________ ~~~!al $~rxi_~t? _________________ J.Q ______________ ~_1_,_Q~~._o45 - ------$1~o35-.o45- -- --

n.a. n.a. $0 $9,471,069 -- --------$9~~i71-.o-69 _______ _ 

Total $153,471,170 $117,544,614 $271,015,784 
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Table 4. Detailed Annual Statewide Employment Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming 
existing supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

_____ 1 ~ 1 _______ 9!~1?_f>rod_uc;ti_oll __________________ Q ____________________ -~ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ __________ _ 
112 Animal Production 0 2 2 ------- ------- --Forestry'anCi-------- ------------------------------------------------------------ - --- -----

----- _1 ~ ~------ -~9_99!119. ----------------------- _Q- ------------------- -~---- ------------ ------? 

114 
Fishing, Hunting and 
_Tra_Rpjt)g ____________ _ 
Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

0 0 0 

115 - F9_r_~~!~Y--- ------ ------------ _Q-------------------- -~--------- ----------- ~------------
Oil and Gas 

211 Extraction 0 1 ------------------------------------------------------ - -
Mining (except Oil 

_____ -~~ ~ ______ -~ll_q _(3_~s)_ _ _ ____________________ Q _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4 ______________________ -~ ___________ _ 
Support Activities for 

____ 21_~- ____ Mi~i~g__ _________ _ _ _ _ 0 _________________ Q_____ ______ _ ___ S) ___________ _ 
221 Utilities 0 3 3 

----- ----------- ---- ----------- - ----- -- - ---- -- - ------------------ ---------- -- - ------ ---- --- -
_____ ?_~ ________ 9_qns_t[!-l_c;!i~r) _________________ 1_,SJ~? ___ ---------------~--------- _______ _!,97? ___ ___ _ 

------~~_1 ________ ~9_q9_!\'l_<!ll~t~c;!~!)l)g__ ----- - 0 --------------~------------- - 2 ----- --- -
Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

---~~~ _______ lyl_~ll-~factu_rit1_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _Q ___________________ L _____ _ 
313 Textile Mills 0 0 ------314----- ---rexiiie-Procfuci -Mills---- - - -o -------------------- -o---- --

1 
0 0-------------

------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------ - ------------------------------- ---
Apparel 

______ 315 --- _lyl_~ll-~!~9_t!J_rit1_9_ _ _______________ 0 __ - ---- ________ Q _________________ --- SJ -- -- --- --
Leather and Allied 
Product 

__ ---~16 _______ lyl_~n-~f~9_t!-l_~it1_9 ___________________ o ______ _ 0 0 
Wood Product 

____ --~?_1 ________ M_~~uf~9_t!-!_~it1_9 _________________ Q __________________ -~- ___________ --------~--- ________ _ 
Paper 

_ _ _ ~2? _ _ _lyl_~ll-~!~9_t!-!_rit1_9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ Q __ _ _ _____________ L _ ____ _ _ _ _ ____________________ _ 
Printing and Related 

_____ -~?-~ ______ -~!-!_I?RC?~ ~9!!'!~tj~~ ___ _ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

0 1 

--- --~?_4 ---- lyl_~ll-~f~9_t!-l_~it1_9_ _ ________________ Q --- - ----- -- ~-----------------------~--------- --
Chemical 

_____ 3?_~ ____ lyl_~~~!~9_tu_~i~g_______ _ __ ___ _Q ____________________ Q____________ __ ___ __S) ___ _ 
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

______ 326 _______ r.jl_~ll_uf~Ct!J_r_i n_g ________________ _ 
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

______ 3?~ _______ lyl_~ll-~factu_rin_g __________________ Q _ __ ___ ___ _____ __ 13 

331 
Primary Metal 
Manufacturing 4 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 4. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

_ -~~~ ____ -~-<:lll_Lif<:lctu_~i!l_9 ___________________ -~ ___________________ -~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 ? __________ _ 
Machinery 

____ -~~-~ _ _ _ --~-Elnufactu_rin_g ___________________ -~- _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ Q _______________________ ~- ________ _ 
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

___ -~~~ _______ fY!<:l!lUfac_t!Jrin_g _ _ ________________ Q_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 0 _____________________ _o _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

__ -~~-~ _ _ _ -~anufactu~i!l_9 ____________________ 4 ___________ _ 
Transportation 
Equipment 

--- 33? - ---~Cl!l.L!!<:l9_t!-l_~i!l_9 __ ---------- ------ __ 1_ -
Furniture and 
Related Product 

___ --~~! ______ .fY!<:l!l.L!!<:l9t~~in_g __ 
Miscellaneous 

0 

0 4 

0 

0 0 

----- -~~-~----- --~-<:lll_L!!Cl9_t!-l_~i!l_9_- -- -- - -- --- 0 ------------------- _1_-- -------------- -- 1_ --------- -
42 Wholesale Trade 0 35 35 

--------------------------------------- - - -- -- --------------------------- ------- - ------- - --
Motor Vehicle and 

441 Parts Dealers 0 15 15 
Furniture and Home 

____ :4~~-----.f!J_r_f!i_~~!~g_s Store~ __________ 0 ___________________ 4 _______________________ ~------- ____ _ 
Electronics and 

____ 4~~ ______ ARI?!i~ns;e _Stores _______________ Q ____________________ -~ __________________ ~ ___________ _ 
Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

_____ :44~ _____ -~~I?P.i!E?~. Q~.Cl~E?~~-- ____ . __________ Q ___________________ --~ 9 
Food and Beverage 

445 Stores 0 24 24 - ------ ------------------------ - -
Health and Personal 

446 Care Stores 0 8 8 -----447 -------G-aSOIIne-statrons- --- ------ ---o-- -- -- --- ____ ? _____________________ ---;- - - -------
-------- ----------------- -- ----- - ------- -

Clothing and 
Clothing 

448 Accessories Stores 0 11 -- -- ----- - ---------------------------------------------------------

451 

452 

Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book, and 
Music Stores 
General 
Merchandise Stores 
Miscellaneous Store 

453 Retailers ------ ----------------------------- -
454 Nonstore Retailers 

0 7 

0 23 

0 17 -------------------------- -
0 9 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Economic Impact of an Offshore Wind Power Facility in Maine: September 2012 

Table 4. Continued 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

_____ _4?_1 ________ ~!(fr9_r!~P_c?r~C1ti~~---------------_q _______________ _! __________________ 1 ________ _ _ 
_____ _4?~ ______ f3~iJ_T_r9_~~R()!'!9!~()f1 _______________ o ____ _ _ _____ !__ __________________ 1 ____________ _ 

Water 
_ __4?:3 _____ _Tra_n~p_()~c:l!i_qn__ _ _ _______ 1_1 ____________________ Q __ 

Truck 
_____ _4?_4 ______ .T~9n~p_()~C1!tq~---------- ____ )_1 _________ -------~-~----------

Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

41 

49 

485 T~9-~~p_o~ati_()~ ____________________ Q ____________________ -~ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _ _ _ ___ ~ ___________ _ 
Pipeline 

A?~- _____ .T~9-~~p_()r!<:l!i_()~ ____________________ Q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ o ______________________ ~- _________ _ 
Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

_4?_7 _____ _T~9-~~p_()r!<:l!i_q~ ____________________ Q _______________ 2_o _______ _ 
Couriers and 

20 

____ 4~~-------tylE??_~f?!1_9E3_r_~ ______________________ Q __________________ 14: ____________________ 14 _________ _ 
Warehousing and 

---- _4~~- --- __ $!()!~9E3. -------------------------- _Q __ ------------------ -~--- ----- ---- -------- ~-----
Publishing 
Industries (except 

____ -~ ~ _1 ________ I ~~~~~E3_t) ___________________________ Q ____________________ -~ _______________________ _4 ________ _ 
Motion Picture and 
Sound Recording 

512 Industries 0 1 BroaCicastir19---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

___ s1_~---- __ c~~~-~P!_I_~!E?rll_~v___________ _ _ Q__ __ __ _ _____ ~ ______ ---- ---- ~-
517 Telecommunications 0 4 4 

-- - --- ------ -----------------------------------------------------
Data Processing, 
Hosting and Related 

518 Services 0 1 - ------------------------------------ ------- ----- ---
Other Information 

519 Services 0 3 3 -------------------- -- - - -
Monetary 
Authorities-Central 

521 Bank 0 17 17 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --

522 

523 

524 

Credit 
Intermediation and 
Related Activities 
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 
Related Activities 
Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities 

0 

0 

0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 4. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

525 Vehicles ---------- ------ - ----- --
531 Real Estate 

Rental and Leasing 
532 Services 

0 1 -- - ---------------- -- ------ - -
0 47 

0 9 
- -------------------------------------- - - --------------------- -

Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

_____ -~~-~ _ _ _ _ _'N9!_~~L ___________________________ Q _____________________ Q_ _ __ 
Professional, 
Scientific, and 

541 Technical Services 
- --------------------- - - ---

Management of 
Companies and 

----- _!5_~--------~!l.~~~l?~l~~-~------ -------- -
Administrative and 

--- -~?_1_------ -~~pp_q~! -~~-~i_G_f?? 
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

96 

0 

0 

562 Services 0 

142 

9 

66 

4 

1 
---- -- - --

47 

9 

0 

238 

9 

66 

4 
------- - -- ---- - ----------------------------------------- -- -----------------------------------------

Educational 
611 Services 0 18 18 

------------- ------------------------ -- - ----- - -- ----- ----------- -------- - ------------
Ambulatory Health 

621 Care Services 0 43 43 
----- 6?~: ::::: B~~ri!~J~: _- _ _ __ -::::::::::: :::Q :::::::::::::::-_-: ?x:: :::::::::::::::::: j?::::::: ::: _:: 

Nursing and 
Residential Care 

623 Facilities 0 20 20 
------ ------------ ------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------- ---- --

624 Social Assistance 0 21 21 ------- - ------ - - ---- --------------------- --------------- -------------------------- -----
Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports, 
and Related 

711 Industries 0 13 13 

712 

Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 
Institutions 
Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 

0 

713 Industries 0 
-- - - ------------------------- ---- ------ -------

721 Accommodation 0 ---------------------------- -- ---
Food Services and 

1 

11 
-- -------- -

1 

1 

11 
1 

_____ ???:_ ___ - .l?!!r1_~i!l_g_p_l?_<2~_8 ___ ------------ __ Q ----------- -------?~--- ------------------ -~~- ------------
Repair and 

811 Maintenance 0 34 34 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 4. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 

Direct 
Impact 

----- -~! ~----- --~(3_L!I}_c!~y -~-~~\i~C:I?_5_- -------------- _Q---
Religious, 

813 
814 
491 
n.a. 

Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 
Q_r_ganizati_on~ __ 
Private Households 
Postal Service 
n.a. 
Total 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1,253 

30 

Multiplier 
Effects 

11 

Total 
Impact 

11 

20 20 -----------------------------
16 16 

-- -----------------------------------
10 10 -------------------------- - ---- -------
9 9 

965 2,218 



Economic Impact of an Offshore Wind Power Facility in Maine: September 2012 

Table 5. Detailed Annual Statewide Labor Income Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming 
existing supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

_____ _1]_1 ________ 9!~f?_j=>r()duction $0 $86,610 $86,610 
______ 1 ~ ~ _____ --~~i~-~~ ~~g!=!~~}I<?~:: :::::::::::: $~::: ::::: :::::·: j9;964-: -- :: _____ : :·- -J~.:e6~ :· ---- ---

Forestry and 
______ 11 ~ ___ -~9_99!'!.9 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ ~~ ______________ --~~X,~~~- _____________ ~~!-·-~~~ _______ _ 

Fishing, Hunting and 
____ 1~~- ___ _T~?RP!'!.9_ ---------------------~~------------------~?~?______ ___ _ __ J-~~_2 

Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

115 _fg_r_~~!~L ___________ --------~~----------------~~-2,0}_? _____ ------~32_,91? _______ _ 
Oil and Gas 

___ 21_1 ______ ~?<_t!a_c;!i~~------------- _ ------~~----------------~:1_4,~8-~ __ 
Mining (except Oil 

______ ?~? _____ -~'!_d C?a?)__ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ~~ __ _ _ _ _ ______ -~?_?,? ~?- __ ___ _ __ _ _ _ ~52_,_7 4? __ _____ _ 
Support Activities for 

_ _ _?~ ~ ______ fyli~i~g_ _ _ _________________ ---~~- _ _ _____ ___ __-~?A~~-- ___________ ----~~·-4~-~ ________ _ 
- -- __ ??_1_-- ---- _l}_t[l)!i~-~----- ------------------ -~~ --- -- -------~~?~._1 ?~- -------- --- -~?_891}_~5 -------
______ ?3 _______ Cons_t!~_c;!i~~----- __ --~-~?1 ?_~?1 ;2_Q~----------~-~~~._0?_6 _ _ _ -~~~,1~?,?~~----- _ 
_ _ _ ___ 31_1_ _ _ __ _ F9_()(j_!'{1~~_LJ_f_~~!~ri~g_ ____________ ~~ ______________ -~?-~,54_~ _______________ ~?~-·-~4~-- ______ _ 

Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

______ 31~ _______ r.Jl<?!l_l1f<?~-t~_~ill_9 ___ --- - -------~~------------ ---~~_Q,?}_~_ -------------~~0_,~1~ --- --
313 Textile Mills $1,764 $3,588 $5,352 

: __ : :~ H: _:::: :t~~{i!e ~-~q~:~~! :~iE~:-:: _: -:: $~-: _:::::::::::: _$ )_~:4oQ :::: __ : :::::::: ~ i~.~9~ :_::::-:: 
Apparel 

_____ -~~ -~ _______ r.Jl<?!l_ufa~_t~_r]ll_9 ________________ -~~ _ _ _ __ ____ ___ _ _ $2,56? ________________ J.?._~~-? _______ _ 
Leather and Allied 
Product 

_____ -~ 1~ ___ fyl<?!l_l1f<?9_t~rjll_9 ___________________ ~_a__ _ __________ -~?,9_32 
Wood Product 

____ -~?_1 ________ ¥_'?~l1f<?C_t_LJ_~ill_9 __________ _ 
Paper 

----- -----~-?._Q~_? _______ --

------~?~ _______ fylanuf<?9_t~_r)'!_9___ _ __ -------~~------- ___ ---~?_?,?~_? _________ -----~~?_,_84? ______ _ 
Printing and Related 

______ 3?_~ ______ S_LJ_pp_of! ~~_t!\f~t)~?_ _ _ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

_____ -~?4 _______ ¥_'?n_Uf<?C_t~_~i!1_9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Chemical 

$0 
--------------- ----

__ ---~?~ _______ r.Jl<?!l_ljfa~_t~_rin_g __________________ ~?_1_~ _ _ _ ------~?-~,4~~----------- -~29_,~?4 _______ _ 
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

_____ -~?~- _____ MC?!1Ufa~_t_LJ_~i!1_9 ______________ --~~-~,~~-~ _ _ _____ -~~-~,!?_? _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ ~8}_,_6~1 _______ _ 
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

______ 3?_7 _______ fyl<?!l_Uf<?~tu~i!1_9 ________________ ~?/?~~- __________ ~_6?~._9?~ ___________ -~~-~~1 ~_Q! ________ _ 

331 
Primary Metal 
Manufacturing $258,531 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 5. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

------~?~ ---- ry1_~!1_Lif~~-t~_~i!1_9 _____ - --- __ J_1_~_1_,_Q~~ _________ J~~~._1!5~---- --------~?-~?1}.~?-
Machinery 

------~?~ ------~~!l_Lif~~-t~_r_i!1_9 ________ ---~~5?_.?~~------------~?-~,??_3_ ------------~?~71 ~9} _ _____ _ 
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

__ ----~~~ _____ --~~!l_Lif~~-tu~in_g ______________ ~?1 ?~~-- __________ --~}_4,~7_6 ____________ --~??_,? 4~ _______ _ 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

----- -~~-~------ _ry1_~!1_L!!~~-t~~i!1_9-
Transportation 
Equipment 

------~~? ______ ¥~!1.LI!~~-t~_r)!1_9 _________ ---~?-~,??_2 ______ --~?_4,??_(:) ____ _ 
Furniture and 
Related Product 

_____ -~?? _____ --~anllfac_t~_r_i!1_9 __________________ -~~ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ -~81 9_31 _________________ ~-~,_Q~ 1 ________ _ 
Miscellaneous 

____ -~~~ ____ --~anufactu_r)!1_9 ________________ ---~-1- _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ -~}(:),475 ______ _________ ~!?A??. ___ ____ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ ~-2 ________ \0!~_()1_e?a_l~ T~(3_cl_~ _____________ --~~ ______________ ~~.-~?-~.-~~-5 __________ --~?1 ?_~?1 ?_4? ______ _ 

Motor Vehicle and 
_____ _4~_1 _______ ~~~_s__[?~~lers ___ ---------------~~---------------F4?_,_(:)~~ _ _ _______ F_4?1?-~? _____ __ _ 

Furniture and Home 
______ 44~ ______ -~~_r_f"!i_~~!t:J9.~ _$_t~r-~s 

Electronics and 
______ 4~-~ ____ -~Rf?!i~t:J~-~_$_t9_r_~~-- ______ -~~ ___ --------~-1-~~.-~?~------- __ --~}-~?1 ~?4 _______ _ 

Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

_____ _4~4 _______ $~_f?p_l!~_s_Q~_alers ____ _____ -~~---------------~-~(:)_q,_~?? __ 
Food and Beverage 

______ 44_~- _____ $!~!~~--------------- -- - -------~9 --- - --------~~~Q.??~--------------~?_9QJ~?- ------
Health and Personal 

446 Care Stores $0 $338,746 $338,746 ----447-:::- ::~:~~~1!0~ :$!?~k>0~--:--------- ---$0-------:::::::: $~?~.:~?~:-:---:::---: :~?:~9:?:~~: :::- _::-
Clothing and 
Clothing 

448 Accessories Stores ----------------------------------

451 

Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book, and 
Music Stores 
General 

452 -_M_~~s;-~~!1-~!~~- ~t()~~_s- ----- - $0 ------------~~4?:.~!5.Q---- ---- -- -~?_4?1?.~9---------
Miscellaneous Store 

453 Ret~!l~_r_~----------- ______ --~__q _ 
454 Nonstore Retailers $0 

$263,663 $263,663 ---------$228,626------------- -$i28~6-26--- ------

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 5. Continued 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

-----~?_1_ ______ 1\ir X~C3!1~P_Or:i_(;1!i!)n 
-----~?.2 ____ R_(;1iJ Tr9_nSRO[tation 

Water 
_____ ~?-~ ______ _Tr(3_f!SP.()~C!ti_on ___________ -~-1_,_1_ 9~._4?_Q ___________ -~?,?_~~- __________ -~! ,}_1 ?1 ~-~~- _____ _ 

Truck 

-- _4?~------ _T~(3_f!~P.C>~!C:1!i_~tl----- -------- -~-1_,_~?~.-~?_~---------- ~-~~~.-~!?~------------ -~?,?_~?!?_4~--------
Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

______ 4?~-_ _ _ J~C3_f!~P.C>rtC:1!i_~t1 ___________________ ~~ _ _ _ ________ -~?_Q,??_1 ______________ _ _F9_._~?L _____ _ 
Pipeline 

486 _"ff(3!1~P.C>rtC:1!i_~tl- ----------------- J~-- - -- ------ -~}_4,~~-~--- ------------ ~1 ~-·~??_ __ -- -
Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

--- 48J:------ _T~(3_f!~P.C>rtC:1!i_~rl 
Couriers and 

______ 4~~ ___ ¥_E?~-~e!1_9~_r_~ ____________________ -~9 _______________ ~-~1 ~._1 ?~ _____________ -~?_1}1}_~3 ______ _ 
Warehousing and 

_____ 4~A _______ $!9r9_g~ _____ -------------------~~-- ______ ---~~?~.-~9.4 __________ -~?~?1 8Q~-- ____ _ 
Publishing 
Industries (except 

---- -~!_1 _______ _1!1_t_~~f)~_t)__ ---- -- ____________ J~----- - - -----~-1~?_._1~~--- ----- - --~!-~5,}9(3 _____ -
Motion Picture and 

512 
Sound Recording 
Industries 
Broadcasting 

_ __ ~1 ?_ _______ (~)(~_~p!_l_ntern_~!) _________________ ~~ _ _ _________ ~~1 ~·-~~-3 ____________ -~?_1~1 ~-~? _______ _ 
_ _ --~}f: ______ _T~I~_COf"!lm_ll!l_i~_(;1!i~[)~-------- ---~~ --------------~-~1~,_15_8 ______________ ~~-1~1 }_~? ______ _ 

Data Processing, 
Hosting and Related 

____ --~}~ _______ $~ryi_CE?~ ____________________ --~~- ____________ ---~~-~J_)2_Q ___________ ---~~~-·-~29 
Other Information 

_ ---~!~ _______ $~r'{i_~E?~---------- ________ -----~~--------- ___ -~~},4.2_~----------- --~~7_,~26 __ 
Monetary 
Authorities-Central 

---- -~?_1_ ----- _1?9_!!!<_ -- ------------------ - -~~ --------- ----~_1_,_Q01_,}?_1_- --------- -~!,9_Q! J_~!- -
Credit 
Intermediation and 

- --- -~?~-- ---- _13_~1C:1tE?d ~g!~'{i_t!E?~--- ------------ -~~ ------------~-~?~._Q! 5 -- -- -~?2~,9_1 ? ___ -- --
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 

523 Related Activities 

524 

Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities $0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 5. Continued 

NAICS 
Category 

NAICS 
Description 
Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

525 ----------- -- _'{eh)~~E?? _________________________ ~~ ______________ -~-1§1_,_(~! -~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --~} 5] 1 ~1 ? _______ _ 
531 f3_~9LE:~t_C!~E? ______________________ ~~ ______________ -~~?~._Q?_~ _____________ -~-4-~?19-~? _____ _ 

Rental and Leasing 
532 Se~i-~~§> __________________________ ~~ _______________ ~~~?_.}:9~ _____________ -~~~?1 ?Q-4_ 

Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

----- -~~-~----- __ \lif9!~~l-- ---------------- ------ -~p --------------- _tt_Q,?_1_~ ---------------~ 19_.~1?_----- ---
Professional, 
Scientific, and 

-- -~-4_1 - -- _ _T~~~-~i~9~ -~~_r;.'i~E?§> __ ----- --~~.??~._22_~ ---------~?_._~?_1.5~?-~---------- -~-1-~,4~1, !_~?-----
Management of 
Companies and 

__ --~~ ______ E:!lt_~~Pn~~-~ ______________________ ~~ _______________ ~n~.-~~-~- ____________ _ F_~?1?_~?
Administrative and 

_____ -~?_1 _______ -~!-!I?R_<?~ -~~-rxi~E??_ _ $0 ____ ~-1-,_~?~._8?_~ _ _ ____ -~! 1 ~-??1 ?_~?- _____ _ 
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

--- --~?~--- ---~~~i-~~? ___ ---------------------- -~~ -------------- -~-1 ?~.~?~- ---------- ---~} -~?1~_??_------ -
Educational 

_____ -~! _1 ______ -~~rvi_~~?- _______________________ --~~ _______________ ~-~?~.-~~?: ___________ ---~?-~?1~-~?- _____ _ 
Ambulatory Health 

------~?_1 ________ 9_C!~E?_?_~"!!~e-~ ________ -~~ _ _ -~~.?_6~,_1??_ ___ _ $2,768,122 
_____ 622 _______ lj_<?~p_i!als_ _ _ _______ ------~~--------------~_1_,_~~~.x~~----------j]:~~~}4(_::_:: 

Nursing and 
Residential Care 

623 Facilities $0 $671,584 $671,584 ----- 624 ------social Assistance _______ --------$o ___ ------------$55£f814 ______________ $5-56~~f1.!f- -------
------- -F>ertormin9-Arts.--------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -

Spectator Sports, 
and Related 

____ 71_1 _______ l~gu_stries ______________________ ~_Q ______________ -~~~?_._~~-~-- _________ ---~?-~?1 ~-~?- _______ _ 
Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 

712 Institutions $0 
Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 

_____ X!~ ______ _ l!l_g!-l_~trj~-~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___________ ~~ 

---- J?_1_------ -~~-~()!!1_f"!l.<?9_~!i_<?~---- - - - -~p---
Food Services and 

___ J~4~._3!)?_ _ 
-~??,?1_~--

$242,357 
: ~2?_} 1 ~:-: _::-:: 

722 Dr)~]kif1_9_f:J}a_~~?- _________________ ~~- _____________ ~_1_,_~9-~._1 ~-? ___________ -~! 1?_Q?1}_~?- ______ _ 

811 
Repair and 
Maintenance $0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 5. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 
812 ___ -~al!r1.c!~X' _S_ervic;es 

Religious, 
Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

81~ ______ _9_r_ga_f'!i;~ti_qns__ ____ _ $0 $641,666 _ -----~~_4~ 1 ~-~~---- ___ _ 

814 Private Households --$o---------------$-1Ti,694-- -----~~-1!1 ~-~4 _____ __ _ ----- ~~:t:::: :f~~!~l:~~~i~~:-- ::--::--::::--::$9 ------------- -$833,690 ___ -- $833,690 
n.a. n.a. $0 -----$62o,23(f ____ ----- --$(f2o-}36 ________ _ 

Total $48,275,479 $40,959,361 $89,234,840 
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Table 6. Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW Offshore Wind 
Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming enhanced supply 
chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$292,357,475 
Per year 

1,724 

$78,831,282 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$180,613,631 
Per year 

1,475 

$63,043,351 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$472,971,106 
Per year 

3,199 

$141,874,633 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are reported in 2012 dollars. To arrive at total 
output and income impacts over the entire planning and construction period, these 
average annual figures could be multiplied by 5-assuming that future values are not 
discounted. (A discount rate could be applied to future values, if desired). The 
employment estimates should not be multiplied by 5, since many of the jobs would 
continue over multiple years. 
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Table 7. Detailed Annual Statewide Output Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW Offshore 
Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming enhanced 
supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

_____ 1~_1 ________ 9!~1?-~rod_L!<:!i_qf1_ __ __ $0 $342,100 $342,100 
__ _1 ~ ~-- ____ -~!l_i~_C!I_ Pr<?~Y~_t!on ________ -::- jQ:::: ::::::::::: $): ~~.~~f ::::::: :·:: ::~~:3~}5~--:-:: _-: 

Forestry and 
___ 1~-~-------~<?.99lr1iL_____ ____________ _ J9. _______________ ~_26~3_,_~8_q _ _ ------~?-~?1?~0 _____ _ 

Fishing, Hunting and 
______ 1 ~~ _ _ _ Tra_RPlr1SL _______________________ -~9. _ _ _____ _ ___ -~?1~.1 ~---- ____________ -~~,_~}-~ _________ _ 

Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

_____ 1~-~-------'=9_r_~~!~L- _________________ -~_q ______________ -~~-?,_96~- ___________ ~4?)~~2 _____ _ 
Oil and Gas 

----- -~~ _1_------ -~_x_t[9_~!i~f) __ ----------- ----- - --~9.--- ------ -- -~_1_49,_7 49- ----- -- -~ }~~1?_40 
Mining (except Oil 

___ ~1~ _______ C!r1s!_<?_~~L ___________________ --~9. ____ ----~-37~.-~?1 ____ -----~~~21 2.(1 
Support Activities for 

----- -~J ~ -- _M_i_t"!i_t"!g ___ - ----------------- -~9.------------ --- -~}_Q,~ _1-~-- -------- --- ~1 Q.? 1 _2-
____ -~_2_t ______ l)_t!ll!i~~---------------------- _ -~9. _ --~~._Q~-~._457 _ ---------~~1 9_~8A~?__ _____ _ 

23 Construction $118,364,418 $1,680,265 $120,044,683 _ ::_: :~n :::: :::r=~~~: !0~6~t~~!~!!69:-: --::- :: _: $Q:: __ :: ::: ___ ::$I:n~.:~~I: :: _: ::::: :~j :~:i~:?:4r :::::: 
Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

------~12 _____ fljlan_uf~~-t~_~i!1_9 ______ -------------~9. ___________ ----~-~~~.-~?~---- _ _ __ -~?-~~1 ~7_2 _______ _ 
------~13 ______ _Te_~!ile ~ills ____________ -----~}_Q,_~?_4 ________ -----~~_Q,_??_~------ _______ --~~Q,]'~?___ _ _ _ __ 
_____ 31~- __ T~-~!ile ~rqc:j_yct_lyl_i)l_~_ _ -----~-~? ________ -------~~_Q,_Q?_~------------ -~~Q._107_ _______ _ 

Apparel 
____ -~ 1_~ _______ fljl_~!l_Y!~~-t~_~i!1_9 _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ ~_q ______________ -~_2-~,_~?_Q _______________ ~?~.}~9. ________ _ 

Leather and Allied 
Product 

____ -~~?_ _______ fljl_~!l.L!!~~-t~_rj!1_9_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ ~9. ______________ --~}-~,_~?-~--- ____________ ~1 _2_,_~?3_ ________ _ 
Wood Product 

_ -~?_1__ ______ fljl_~!l_Yf~s;_t~_~i!1_9 _ _ _ _ _____ ~9. ___________ ---~-1_}~-~.-~?-~- _________ --~~ 1~-4~1~-~~ _____ _ 
Paper 

---- --~?~ - - M~!l_L!f~~-t_LJ_~i!1_9_- -----------------~9.-- --- - --~_814_,_~?~---- -------- -~?_1 ~1?X? __ --- --
Printing and Related 

__ ---~_2~-------~~-pp_q~~~J!~~tl~~------ -~9. __ ----------~p~.-~_2-~--------------~?X~!?.~? _______ _ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

-----~?~----- _11/l_~!l_L!f~~-t~_r_i!l_g ___ --- - -----~9. -------------~~.~~~.-~?_9_ ----- --~?1~-~?1?.~9 __ -----
Chemical 

------~?-~ __ __ll/l_~!l_L!f~s:_t~_~i!1_9 _________________ ~?]5~1 _ _ ____ __F?~.-~4~--------------F-~~1?.9~ ______ _ 
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

---- --~?~- ----- _ll/l_~!l_L!f~s:_t~_~i!1_9-- ----------- -~_21 ~._8?_1 -----------~~?~._Q~ ~------------- -~?-~?!?.~?--- ----
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

__ ----~?!_ ______ f1Jl_~!l_Yf~s:_t~_~i!1_9__ __ _ -~-1_02_,~37_____ --~~.-~_2Q,_~9-~------------~~A~?J_4} _______ _ 
Primary Metal 

331 Manufacturing $26,832,423 $452,815 $27,285,238 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 7. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

_____ -~?~ _______ fVI.<?!1_~fi?~_turin_g __________ ~-~01 ~_491 _1_4 } _______ --~~.-~9_1_}~-~ __________ -~?~t?~L~~~- __ _ 
Machinery 

_____ -~?-~ ______ fVI.i?!1_~fa~tu_~i!1_9 ____________ ~-~?)_1~1 9_~?- _________ ~~~?_._~ J ~--- ________ -~?-~t?_1_Q1 390 ___ _ 
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

_____ -~?~ _______ M_<?n~factur)!1_9 ______________ E._~?~.-~?~ _________ -~~?~.-~?~ ____________ -~~ 1?_Q?1?-~~- _____ _ 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

-- -- ~?~ ______ fVI.i?!1_~f?~_t!J_~i!1_9 _____ - ___ J_6?1_1_~~)~47 ---- ----~~?!._~J-~------------~?-~!39_2!1_65 ______ _ 
Transportation 
Equipment 

~3_6 _______ f0_?!1_~!?~_t!J_~i!1_9 _____ - --- --~~.-~9~._021_ 
Furniture and 
Related Product 

____ -~?t: ______ fVI.?!1_~f?~_t!J_rj!1_9 _________________ -~9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -~~_Qt? _1}_ _____________ -~40_,~F _______ _ 
Miscellaneous 

---- _339 ______ fVI.i?!1_~f?~_t!J_~i!1_9_ --------- $1 $109,175 $109,176 
42 -- _\IY~-~~-~?~I~l~i?~E? ---- -----$0 --:::::::::)1?~~4~:.~?(:::::-:::$)~;$~$:?~9::: ::: 

Motor Vehicle and 
441 P?~~ _[)~?!E?~? ____________ ---- -~~-- -- -------~_1_,_4?_~.-~~-Q------------~~A~?1~-~9 ____ --

Furniture and Home 
- ____ 44~ ______ f!-l!_~i-~~i[lg_~_$_t9_r~?- ------------~~----------- -~-~7_1_,_79_~ --- ---~~_7~/~8 -------

Electronics and 
______ 44~ _______ 1\RI?!iance _S_t9_r_~?----------------~~---- ___ --~-~9~.-~?_Q _____________ -~~-~4!?_~9 _______ _ _ 

Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

_444 ______ $_LJ_I?P)!E?~-Q~_~Iers ___________ ~~ _______________ ~-949_,_48~ _ -~~491486 
Food and Beverage 

______ 44_~ _____ __ $!9!~s ________________________ ~9_ _ ___ __ ~_1_,_86_~.-~?_~- __________ -~~ 1 ?_~~1 ~X? ______ _ 
Health and Personal 

446 Care Stores $0 $862,454 $862,454 
:: _:: ~4! _: ::_ ::~:~~~~}~~:$!a}[~~s- __________ --~9_ __ :::::: :::::: ]~1 ~.]?_1_: ::::--:::::- :$~:19: ?:~ ~:: :::::--

Clothing and 
Clothing 

448 Accessories Stores $0 $753,632 $753,632 ----------------sporting Goods,------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------
Hobby, Book, and 

____ ~51__ _ Music_ S~O~E?S _____________________ ~~ _______________ ~-~?~.-~ J ~-- ___________ -~~-~?!~_1 ~- ______ _ 
General 

452 Merchandise Stores 
Miscellaneous Store 

453 Retailers $0 ------------------------------------ ------ ----- ------------- ----~~54,_8?~---- -- -- --~~54!?2?_ 
454 Nonstore Retailers $0 $1,147,372 $1,147,372 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 7. Continued 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

____ _4?_1_ _ __ A)([r<:l_f"!sp_qliati'?l] ___ -----------~~---- _H7~._9~ 1 ________ -~}?~2 ~.1~------ _ 
______ 4?~ _______ f3_'!iJJ!?n?R<?!!a~[<?~ _ _ __ --~9 _______ --~-~77_.??8 _ ------------~??!J.~?- ____ _ 

Water 
_____ :!?_~ ______ .Tr<:l_f"!?R<?~a!i_ql) ___________ ~-1 ?29_06_._1 ~?- _________ ~_1}~._14~- __________ -~-1-~~! ~~!~~3- _____ _ 

Truck · 
_ _ _ 48.'l_ _ _ Tr(:l_f"!?R<?r!<?!i_ql) _____________ -~.'l.:!?.'l._Q~~ _________ ~.'l .. ~~_q,_~?-~ ___________ -~?2 ?_~4A~9 __ _ 

Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

____ __ 4?~- _____ .Tr<:l_~?R<?~<?!i_ql) __________________ -~~- _____________ -~~~_1_,_~!-~- ____________ -~?-~~2?_1 ? _______ _ 
Pipeline 

_____ _ 4?~ ______ _T r?_~?R'?~<?!i_qn _ 
Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

- -- ~60_._342_ - -----

___ __ 4?? _ _ .Tr?_n?R'?~<?!i_ql) ___________________ ~~ _____________ -~-1_,_~?~.-~!_~ ___________ -~! 2~-~?2?}~ _____ _ 
Couriers and 

_____ _4~~ _______ ty'lf??_~f?!l_9~_r_~ ____________________ ~9 _____________ ~-1-,_~9_1_,_4?.~ __________ -~! 2?_Q} 2~-~~- ______ _ 
Warehousing and 

____ _4~-~--- ___ $!<x.<l_g~--------------------- ___ J~- _ ----------~-1_,_~~~\FQ__ -------~12?.~?2_1}9 _______ _ 
Publishing 
Industries (except 

----- -~} _1_----- _l!l_t_~~f}~t)_--- ------- -
Motion Picture and 
Sound Recording 

$0 --- ---- -- ---

___ -~!~ _ _ _ lt"!~!-1-~trj~-~ ________________________ ~~ _______________ ~-1 ?~._Q!_Q_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --~} ~~P(9 ______ _ 
Broadcasting 

___ ---~!~ ____ .C~0~-~PE~!~rll.~tL _______________ ~~ 
__ _ _ --~! ? ______ _T~-~~-~<?_fl1_fl1LJJ1_i~ati~n? _____ ~~ ____ _ 

Data Processing, 
Hosting and Related 

-~_1_,_39Q,_4?~ --- -~}}902~-~?__ ____ _ 
-~~.-~?-~.-~?-~----------- -~?2?_6~2 ?.~? 

518 _____ $~~i-~e?__ _ _ ___ ------------~~---------------~-~~~.-~!~--------------~?-~~2??? __ _ 
Other Information 

_____ -~! ~ _______ $~~\:'i_~e? _ _ _____________________ ~~ _______________ ~-~?~._Q25 _ -~?~~2 9_~?- _______ _ 
Monetary 
Authorities-Central 

_____ -~?.1_ _ _ _Ba!]k _____________________________ J9 _ ~~.-~?_4._~9L _ _ _ _ _ _ -~?2?.~~2~_Q7 
Credit 
Intermediation and 

522 _______ f3_~1_<!t~~ Ac![vi_t)~?- ______________ -~~ ______________ ~~·-1 ?X,_~?X ___________ -~~2 }_~!2?.~?. ______ _ 
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 

523 Rel'!t~~- A<::~i_'{i_t)t?? ______________ --~~ _____ ___ __ _ __ E?~~-4?~----- ______ ___ F_~~2~~2 _______ _ 

524 

Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities $0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 7. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

525 Vehicles $0 $922,683 $922,683 
::::j~r::::· -R~ai:~st~(~-- __ ·:::· :·-- __ :- _:_ :$Q ___________ ::I~.:~9~.A?~---:: ·::· :~t:?:q~~~:~?::-:: ::: 

Rental and Leasing 
532 -~~~i-~E??_- ----- ---- ---- .. --- ---~~--- ---.----- --~~._Q9_Q,_4~-~- --- .. ----- -~~,9.Q91~.1~----.- .. 

Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

---- --~?-~- ---- __ 'N<?!~~L -------------------
Professional, 
Scientific, and 

541 Technical Services 
------ -- ------- - - - ---

Management of 
Companies and 

______ 55___ _ _ -~_nt~~p~ises 
Administrative and 

$0 

___ 5~_1 ____ ~~-I?P_<?r!.~~-rxi~E?? ______________ -~9 _____ -----~~.-~~-~.-~~L. ---------~~,~-~?1~-~? _______ _ 
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

562 Services $0 $973,234 $973,234 --------------- --Educationa_l ___ · - --- · ·- · ----------- ·-- · · -- --- · ---- -- · ----------------- ·- ·- -----------

611 Services $0 $1,787,020 $1,787,020 
-- ·-------------.A.m6uiato-ry ·Health- -- ----------------- --- ---------- -- ---- ------------------------------

621 Care Services $0 $8,345,970 $8,345,970 

::::: ~?~: --:: :·8-o~p)!9!~::::. _:: ::::::::::::::--:$9 :-::::: _: :: ::$~.:4~~.:4~:~ :::::::::-- ~$:~:~sA5~::-: _: · _ 
Nursing and 
Residential Care 

. --~?~ -- .... -~9-~iJ~t!~? ... -- . -... ---~~--- ----.----- J~,_Q9_1,_3~4 . . --. -~?,9_Q~ 1~-~~---- ----

__ ----~?~-------~~~~<:l[f\ssi?_ta!]C_~ _____ -------~~-------- ___ --~-1_,_4?~.-~~-~-- _______ -~~A~~1~-~? __ ____ _ 

711 

Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports, 
and Related 
Industries 
Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 

712 Institutions 
Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 

---- -~~-- -------------~-19?,_Q99 -------------~~ 0?,9_Q~----- --

_X~~- ___ __ l_n_~!-1-~trj~-~ _______________________ -~~ _____________ --~-~??_.~48 _ _ _ _ ___ $957,648 
____ x?_1__ _ _ _ .J\~~<?-~_rn<?9_C1!i~!] _________________ ~~ ______________ -~-1_1 ~·-~?7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :~n ~~?:~!: ::::: ::_ 

Food Services and 
722 _ Q_rj!]_~i_n_g_p19ce? _____________ ~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ~~.-~?~.-~9-~ ___________ -~~,?-~~'~-Q? ______ _ 

Repair and 
811 Maintenance $0 $4,088,060 $4,088,060 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 7. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

812 _ -----~c:JL!n_d~y-~~~vic~? __________ J_q ____________ J_1_,_~?~.X?~------- ----~~,?-~?J_~? ___ __ _ 
Religious, 
Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 

------~~-3 _ _Q_r_ganizC?!i_OI)? __ __ $0 $2,022,519 $2,022,519 814 Private Households $0 __________ $_1_9o,458 ______________ $1-9o~458 _____ ---
}~f ~ ~~-- ~~~~!~! ~$~~i~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ $Q~ ~ ~~~ ~ --}1~._38t~21-7 ~~~ ~ -~~ -~~~~~~:~-~t?i i -- --
n.a. n.a. $0 $14,538,946 $14,538,946 

Total $292,357,475 $180,613,631 $472,971,106 
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Table 8. Detailed Annual Statewide Employment Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming 
enhanced supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

111 __ 9!~1?_f>_r~du~ti~n _ _ ___________ _Q ____________________ 4 _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _____ ~ _______ _ 
112 Animal Production 0 3 3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -----

Forestry and 

--- __ _1~-~----- --~9_99)1}_9-- ------------------------ Q---
Fishing, Hunting and 

2 2 

______ 1~ ~ ______ If9PP)I}_g___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __ __ _ __ _Q ____________________ Q _______________________ .Q ___________ _ 
Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

_____ 1 ~ -~ _____ -~9!_~~!~Y _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Q _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ -~- ___________________ ~ __________ _ 
Oil and Gas 

211 Extraction 0 1 
- -------------------------------------------- ---- --- --------- - ------- ----- --- ----------------- ----

Mining (except Oil 
____ --~~~ _ _ _ and G~s)_ _ __ __________________ Q ____________________ -~ ______________________ -~ ____________ _ 

Support Activities for 
------~~-~ _______ lyl_i_r~i_n_g_______ _ _ ________ Q _________________ 0 _ ____ ___ 0 

221 Utilities 0 6 6 -- -:: ?:~::--:-: :¢~1}~t!~~fi~6:::-:::::::::::::::) :.~~~::::::::--::::::: ~ ~:::-:--------::--::: 1: 9~~::::::::-:: 
------~~_1 ______ J~~9-~~I}~-t~~!~!ll}9_________ 0 - 3_ ----- - -- - ----~-- ---------

Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

__ 31 ~ _ _ _ lyl_an_uf?s:_t~_~i!1_9 ____________________ Q ___________________ 1_ ___________________ 1 _____________ _ 
313 Textile Mills 0 0 0 314 Textile r-rcicilici-ritiiils _____________ o _________ -----------6---------------- -----0--------- ---

- - --------- ----- ------------------------- ---- --- - - - --- - --------- -- - -- -- ------- - ------
Apparel 

----- -~ ~ ~------ _lyl_?!l_L!f?S:_t~_r_i !1_9-- --
Leather and Allied 
Product 

0 0 0 

____ --~~~ ______ lyl_C1!1_L!fac_tuxin_9 ____________________ Q _____________________ Q_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ _Q ___________ _ 
Wood Product 

______ 321 _______ lyl_?n_L!f?s:_tu_~i!1_9 ____________________ Q __ _ _ ___ _ 
Paper 

7 7 

_____ -~?~--- ____ fylf~!1_L!f?S:_tu~i!1_9 _ _ ____________ Q ____________________ -~- _____________________ ~ ___________ _ 
Printing and Related 

____ --~?-~ _______ !?_ll_I?PO~t ~~-tl\/~t)~~ _____________ Q ____________________ -~ _____________________ --~ ____________ _ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

------~?~ _______ lyl_?~L!f?~-t~~i!1_9_ -- ------ ------ Q_ -- --- ----- _____ 2_ ------- -- __________ ? - ------
Chemical 

----- -~?-~-- --- _lyl_C1!1_L!f?s:_t~_~i!1_9------- --------- -_Q----- -------- ------ _Q ----------------------- _Q_ --------- -
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

----- -~?~------ _lyl_?!l_L!f?S:_t~_~i !1_9------------------- _1_------------------- _1_---------------------- ~------------
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

-_3?~ ----- _lyl_?~L!!?~_t_LJ_~i!1_9------- ---------- _1_ ------------------- ~ -~---------- --------- _ _1~ - - -- --
Primary Metal 

331 Manufacturing 82 83 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 8. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

_____ -~~~ _ _ _ _ fyl_~!l_ll!~9_t_LJ_r_il1_9 _________________ _)_1 ? __ 
Machinery 

----- 3~~------ _fy!~!l.ll!~9_t_u_~i!l_9--- -
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

84 

____ -~~~ _ _ _ _ M_~!1Uf~9_t_LJ_~i!l_9 ___________________ -~ _______ _ 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

Multiplier 
Effects 

10 

Total 
Impact 

126 

84 

9 

__ -~~~-------fy!~!l_llf<?9_t_u_~i!l_9 ________________ JX?_______ ___ __ ________ _ __ __ -------~?_~ _________ _ 
Transportation 
Equipment 

~~~ _______ fyl_~!l_llf<?9tU~in_g ___________________ ?_1_ _ _ __ _ __________________________________ -~?- ___________ _ 
Furniture and 
Related Product 

~~_7 ----- _fy!~!l_llf~9t_LJ_ri!l_9 __ ---------------- __ Q ---- - ------------ _Q __ -- ------
Miscellaneous 

0 

1 ~~~ ______ -~-'?!l_llfa9_t_uxi!l_9 _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Q __________________ 1 - - ---- ------ -------------- -
42 Wholesale Trade 0 83 83 

Motor Vehicle and 
441 Parts Dealers 0 22 22 -------- ----- -- --------------- -- -- ---------------- - - - ----------------

Furniture and Home 
_____ _4~~-- Furnishings Stores 0 5 5 

-Electronics a-nd ----------------- - - - ----------------- ---- ------------------------- --

-____ 4~~ _____ -~RI?!i~f)9e ~_t9_r_~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 _____________________ ?_ ___________ _ 
Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

_____ -~~~ ____ ---~_u_j:>p_li~s_ Q~-~~~~~----- _ 
Food and Beverage 

0 13 13 

___ _4~~ _______ Stores__________ _ _ _ ____________ Q _________________ }_~ _________________ -~5-
Health and Personal 

446 Care Stores 0 12 12 ------------------- ------------- --- ------------------ - - --- --------------- --------- ---
447 Gasoline Stations 0 10 10 

------ -- ----------------- ---- --------------- - - ------------- ---- - -- - ---- ----------
Clothing and 
Clothing 

448 Accessories Stores 0 15 15 ---- ------------------ ------------------------------- - ------------------------------ - ----

451 

452 

453 ------------
454 

Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book, and 
Music Stores 
General 
Merchandise Stores 
Miscellaneous Store 

0 

0 

10 10 

32 32 

Retailers 0 24 24 
---- ---------------------------------- ---- -- --------- - --

Nonstore Retailers 0 14 14 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 8. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

_____ :4?_1 _______ -~!~ I~~-I'!?P.~~~!i~n __ 
_____ :4?~ _______ f3_~iJ }!?l.~?R()!i~Eon _ 

Water 
. --.- -~?-~ ______ _T~~-~?RC>rt~!i_~ll __ 

Truck 

Direct Multiplier Total 
Impact Effects Impact 

0 1 1 --- ------------------------------------------------
0 2 2 

41 0 41 

____ :4?:4 _ _ _ _ T~?-~?RC>rt~!t~ll- __________________ ~-1- ____ . ___________ . __ ?.~ ___ ... ________ . _____ . -~9 .. ________ _ 
Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

_ _ .4?5. ______ Tra~?ROrtati_~ll. _________________ . _Q ____ . _______________ -~- ______________________ ~. __________ _ 
Pipeline 

_ ~?~ ______ Tr§l_nsRort~tion ____________________ Q ____________________ _Q _______________________ _Q __________ _ 

Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

------~?L ___ _T~?.r!?RC>rt~!i_~ll _______ _ 
Couriers and 

0 22 22 

_ _ :4~~ ______ Me?_~e!1_9~.r-~ _ . ______________ . ___ Q ____________________ E ______________________ 17_ _________ _ 
Warehousing and 

----- -~~~---- ---~!()r?~_g~ -- - -. --.---- --·--.--- _Q--- ----.------------ ~-~------- -------------- .1~- -----------
Publishing 
Industries (except 

----- .5.~ _1_---- ___ l_ll_t_~~~~_t)_- ·- -- -
Motion Picture and 

512 
Sound Recording 
Industries 
Broadcasting 

0 

0 

_____ 5_~_5 ____ (ex~~P!_I_~!<?~Il-~t)_ __ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 0 
517 Telecommunications 0 --- - ------ - - -----------------------

Data Processing, 
Hosting and Related 

518 Services 0 
--------------- - - - ------- -- ------

Other Information 
519 Services --------------------------- --

Monetary 
Authorities-Central 

521 Bank ----------- ----- --------------------- -

522 

523 

524 

Credit 
Intermediation and 
Related Activities 
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 
Related Activities 
Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 8. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

Direct 
Impact 

525 Vehicles 0 ------------------------------------------- ---- -- ---
531 Real Estate 0 

532 
Rental and Leasing 
Services 
Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

--- --~?-~------ _'{Y9_rl<_~} -

541 

Professional, 
Scientific, and 
Technical Services 

----- ------------------
Management of 
Companies and 

___ ?_~---- __ En_te~pfi~~_s ___ _ 
Administrative and 

0 

0 

96 

0 

Multiplier Total 
Effects Impact 

2 2 - --------------------- ------------------ ---
72 72 

13 13 

1 

182 279 

30 30 

~6_1 _______ $~PP5?~! s~_rv:i~~s ________________ Q ___________________ 1_0? 108 
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

562 Services 0 6 6 -------------- -ECfucation~;~---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
- -- -~ ~ _1_------ _$~r:'{i_~E?_5_------------------------- _Q------ 2~- - -- ---- -- -~?------- - --

Ambulatory Health 
621 Care Services 0 69 69 :::: ::~?~::: ::){q~Rit~Js: --::------ - -- --:-:: ::o ::::-_ ::::::::::: :::4:t:: ::: :::::::::::: _- :4f _ 

Nursing and 
Residential Care 

623 Facilities 0 32 32 
-- -- --- - --- ---- - ------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

624 Social Assistance 0 34 34 ----- --- -- -Performi-ng).\ri;;:-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

711 

Spectator Sports, 
and Related 
Industries 
Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 

712 Institutions 

713 

Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 
Industries 

0 22 

0 

0 17 ----- - -- ----------------- --------------------------- -------------
721 Accommodation 

------ ---- ---- - -------- --
Food Services and 

_____ _???- ___ Dril}k_in_g_Pif3_~es 

811 
Repair and 
Maintenance 

0 1 

0 108 

0 46 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 8. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

_ -----~~ ~ ______ -~9_L!~s!~Y-~~~'{~~E?~- ______________ 0 __________________ ~!: ________ _ 
Religious, 
Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 

____ --~~ -~- _____ _9_r_g9_n_i_z_~!i_~~_s _____________________ Q ________________ }_Q ___________ _ 
814 Private Households 0 25 

--------- -------------------------------------- - - ------------------------------
491 Postal Service 0 13 ----------------------------------------------- - --- -- --------------------- -- ---
n.a. n.a. 0 13 

Total 1,724 1,475 
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25 ----------- ----
13 ----------- ------
13 
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Table 9. Detailed Annual Statewide Labor Income Impact (Years 1 to 5) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: 5-Year Planning and Construction (assuming 
enhanced supply chain) 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier Total 
Category Description Impact Effects Impact 

111 ______ 9r~p_j=)r~0uc!ion__ _____ _ __ -~~--- - ---~_1_?~._14~---- ------- -~} -~92 }_4?_- -------
112 Animal Production $0 ------- -------- ------------------------------- -- -~}~l681 -- -- -~!?_.~?} ________ _ 

Forestry and 

-----.1! _3- ---- --~9_99!11.9_- ----------------------- -~~--------------- -~?_(&:t:.Q --------------- ~77_,~40 --- - -
Fishing, Hunting and 

______ 1 !~ ______ _Tf9.RP!I1.9______ _ 
Support Activities for 
Agriculture and 

_____ 1! ~-------~~r-~l?!~L __ _ ___________ -----~~--------- _ ------~~-1,4?_4 ____________ ---~4}_.~?~ _______ _ 
Oil and Gas 

211 Extraction $0 $17,841 $17,841 
--------Mining (ex-cept oil---------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- _2! ~-- --- --~11_<:! _Q_~~)_ ------- ------- ------~~------- ------- -~?_1l5~1 ___ ---- -------- ~~}_,_~~_1_---------
Support Activities for 

____ -~! ;3 ____ Min_i_n_g __________________________ --~~ _ __ __ __ _ __ -~?2 ~_19_ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ $_~,-~19 ________ _ 
221 Utilities $0 $620,452 $620,452 ------2-3--- --- ·cansti-lictiori---- -- - -$-38-.s58".2-o3------- -$612)15 ___ -------- -$39~476;9_1_8 __ -----

::::: :~ 1 f: : __ }~q~:f0~0~(~c!~!!ng __ :: _ ::-::::: $~:::: :::::::::: ):1}(~$~: :::::::::::: :~~ :~?:?:~~: :::-:: : 
Beverage and 
Tobacco Product 

__ --~!? _______ Mall_~fa~_t~_~i!l_9________ ---------~~ _ $96,655 $96,655 
____ -~!_3 ______ _T~xti!E?JIJl[l!l?_______ _ _____ _ _ ~1 1 ?64_ _ :::::j?:~~?::::::::::::::::J~.:~?I::::::: __ 
_ -~!~ ____ T~~!i!E?_j=)_~~9_L!<:;t MiJ~s ___ -----~~----------------~}-~t??.~------- _____ -~1?_._1FO ____ _ 

Apparel 
_____ 31 ~ _______ f1Jl.<:mufact~_r)ll_9 ________________ J.O _ 

Leather and Allied 
Product 

_ --~!~ _ J0~11-~!~~W-~ill_9 ___ _ 
Wood Product 

---- -~?_1 ----- __ fiJ1_~!1-~!~~-t~_~ill_9_ ------- - - --- -~~--- --- - --- $_~! ~._Q~~------ ------- -~~-1 ?29.~?-- ------
Paper 

____ -~?~- ___ fiJ1~!1-~!~~-t~_r_ill_9 ____________ ---~~---------------$_1_?~.-~!? _______ _ -~}_252 ~_16 
Printing and Related 

------~?-~- __ $.L!I?P_~~~~-ti'{lt!E3~-- ------------~~----------------~?-~t4~L ________ -~8?_._4?_1_ 
Petroleum and Coal 
Products 

______ 3?4 _______ f1Jl.~ll~f~ctu_~ill_9 _________________ --~~ _____________ --~-1~~.-~1 0 _ _ _ _ _ __ -~} 992?1 0 
Chemical 

___ --~?-~ ______ Man_ufa~_t_L!~ill_9 _________________ -~?_1_~- _____________ -~~-~tQ?_( _____________ ~4?_._24?. ________ _ 
Plastics and Rubber 
Products 

-- --~?~------ M_~ll~!~~-t~_~ill_9--------------- -~?-~t~?-~---------- ---~~At~?. L-- ---- ----- -~! -~92?.~4- ----- -
Nonmetallic Mineral 
Product 

____ -~?? _______ fiJl.~n_uf~~-tu~in_g _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ -~?-~._Q9_~ ____________ ~~? ~._1_?~ _____________ -~?-~~2 !.~9- ______ _ 

331 
Primary Metal 
Manufacturing $5,913,261 

Table is continued on the following page 
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Table 9. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Cate9ory Description 

Fabricated Metal 
Product 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

_____ -~~~ _______ fy1_~!1_l1!~9_t!-l_rj!1_9 _ _ _ _ _____ ~~~-~4~~-~?~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~-~?~,_L!~? ____ _ 
Machinery 

Total 
Impact 

------~~-~-- _ Manllf~ctu_~i!1_9 ___ ----------~?_,_~4~,-~8_0 _ ------~?_1,??_Q _______ ------~?1 ~.?~)_69 _____ _ 
Computer and 
Electronic Product 

___ ---~~_L! _ _ _ _ _ryl_anufacturi!1_9 _______________ ~A4?_}?? 
Electrical 
Equipment, 
Appliance, and 
Component 

_____ -~~~ ______ ryl_~!ll1!~9_turin_g _ 
Transportation 
Equipment 

~~?. ___ M~~L1facturi!1_9 ______________ ~_1_,??!,_~()2 _______ --~4?,!?_~-------
Furniture and 
Related Product 

_____ -~~L _ _ _ fy1_~!1_l1!<?9_t!J_rj!1_9 ___________________ ~.Q __ 
Miscellaneous 

_____ -~~-~ _ _ _ _ _ ~~!1.L1f\?9_turin_g __________________ -~-1- _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ -~?-~,~_o~ _______________ ~?~~-~9! _______ _ 
42 Wholesale Trade $0 $5,345,299 $5,345,299 ------- ~ --- -- MotOr-Veh-icle- an<f- --------------------------------------- --------------------- --------

_____ -~4_1 ______ _I:) arts Dealers _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -~.Q ______________ ~_1_,_Q?_1_,_~?-~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -~! 29X!1 ?_(? ______ _ 
Furniture and Home 

_____ _L!4~ ______ f!J_r_~i-~~!t19.~-~-t~res _____________ ~.Q __________ ~_1_?_1_,_19~ _____________ -~! -~1 1 }_Q~ _______ _ 
Electronics and 

_____ _L!4_~ _______ 1\RI?!i~t19.~ -~-t~r_es_ ___ --~.Q __________ ----~~??_,_L!!~-- _______ ----~?!?14.1 ? ________ _ 
Building Material 
and Garden 
Equipment and 

------~4~-------$~1?P_Iif?~_ [)~_~lers _ _ -~.Q---------------~-~?~~-14.~-- ---~?~~1 }_4? _______ _ 
Food and Beverage 

44~ -- ___ $!9!~~- ------------------------- --~.Q------ - -~_1_,_Q9_~.-~~_Q_--------- --~ 119_Q52()_99_ ------
Health and Personal 

------~4?_ ____ __ <;:are Stores __ --~.Q---------------~~?~._321 ----------~4-~?1 ?_21 
447 _______ c;;_~~~ljt_l~_$!9_t!()!l_~----- ---------~9 -------~-~?~,_0??__ - - -- ----~?.?~19.~? _______ _ 

Clothing and 
Clothing 

____ _L!4~ ______ 1\_c_~f?~~()!!C??_~tor~s ___ -~.Q ______________ J~~~~_?5~-- _______ -----~?-~41 ?_59 ______ _ 
Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book, and 

----- -~?_1_------ _fyl_Ll~j_c_ ~~()~C?~.------- ----------- -~_o----- ---------~~9~,_8?_1 - ---------- -~?_Q31?81_--- ----
General 

452 Merchandise Stores $0 $913,122 $913,122 ---------- ----- -Mis-ceilaiieous -s-tore--- -- - ----------------------------- ----------------- - ---------- ·- -
__ ~?~-----J~~~~~~~-r-~---- ________ J.Q__________ _ $375,024 $375,024 

454 Nonstore Retailers $0 $343,489------- ·---- -$343~~f8~)---- ·--

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 9. Continued 

NAICS NAICS Direct Multiplier 
Category Description Impact Effects 

_____ A?_1_ _ __ ~ir 1rc:~n~p_qrt~!i~r1 ___________ -~Q _ _ _ _ ______ --~~_4, 1 §)_~ _ 
_____ A?~---- __ 13_~il T[~r1?J::l()rtat~on __ ----------~Q- _____ -----~-1}§)_,_~?~ 

Water 

Total 
Impact 

______ 4?~---- _ Trc:~n?ror!a!i_qn _____ -----~-1_,_19~.:!70 ---------~~,?-~6 _ ----------~11}_1?19.~? _______ _ 
Truck 

_____ 4?4 _____ .Trc:~n?R<?r!<?!i~r1 _______ _ H._~?~.-~?-~--- _ --~_1_,_~9Q._4?_~---- _ ---~~19-~?l}_~? ____ _ 
Transit and Ground 
Passenger 

_ __ A?? _____ _Tfc:!_f"!?RC>r!<?!i_qr) __________________ Jo ______________ ~-1 g,_Q?L ___ _ __ _ __ _ -~} _1?l9X?_ _ ____ _ 
Pipeline 

_____ A?~- __ __ .Trc:~n?R()r!<?!iqn ______________ --~Q ____________ ---~?_1,1 ~L _ _ _ _____ .J~?1_,_1 ?! _ _ _ __ _ _ 
Scenic and 
Sightseeing 

__ _ 4?? ____ Jf?_f"!?R()f!~!i_qr) ________________ -~Q ____________ -~-1_,_18~,_4}_~---------- -~} 1 }_~?/~_!? ___ _ 
Couriers and 

______ 4~~-- _ .r.Jl~s-~~!l_g~r-~-- _________________ JP __ ----------~??Q._~~~ __________ --~?-~9)_~? ______ _ 
Warehousing and 

______ 4~-~-------~t0!_(3_9~--- ---- ---------------~9- - -----------~-~?_1_,_987 ------------~?71,~-~? _______ -
Publishing 
Industries (except 

------~J_1 _______ lnt~~r1~t) ________ -- --- -
Motion Picture and 
Sound Recording 

$0 ------------ ---

_____ -~~ ~ _______ l!l_d~-~!rj~-~ ______________________ ~Q _ _ __ _ ______ --~~-4c?_8_? __ _ 
Broadcasting 

-- - --~4~_.?_?? ---- ---

____ 51? _______ (~)(~-~p!_l_f"!!~fll_~!L _ _ __ --~Q__________ _ -~~!~.-~?-~---------- _ -~~-1?X6~ 
____ 5E ______ _T~-~~-~()!!l_~l:l!l_i~_a!i9ns ____ ---~Q __________ ---~_4?~.-~?L ______ ___ --~~-~~&27 

Data Processing, 
Hosting and Related 

-- ~~~ ------~~~'{i_~~? ___________ - --- -- -~Q_________ --~-1?~._93~------------ -~}-~?!~-~? ____ ----
Other Information 

519 _____ S~f'{i_~~?- _________________________ ~Q -------------~-1?~.~?3 
Monetary 

521 
Authorities-Central 
Bank -------~Q _______ _ 
Credit 
Intermediation and 

522 Related Activities 
Securities, 
Commodity 
Contracts, and 
Other Financial 
Investments and 

523 Related Activities 

524 

Insurance Carriers 
and Related 
Activities 

$0 -----------

$0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 9. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Funds, Trusts, and 
Other Financial 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

------~?~---- __ \f~~[(;[es _ -------------~~----- __ _ -~~~~.-~~!_ ________ _ 
------~~_1___ _ Re?l E~t~te _ -------------------~~---- _______ EQ?_,_L!~~-

Rental and Leasing 

Total 
Impact 

$234,667 
j?:q?:~-~f ------

------~~~- _ Servi~es _____ ------------------~~------ ---~-~~?_.??~- __ ---~?-~?1 ?_~0 __ 
Lessors of 
Nonfinancial 
Intangible Assets 
(except Copyrighted 

__ ---~3-~- ___ '{Y9_r_~~L -------------------------~~--- __ ---~?-~l4_1_~----- --~??_.~!~ 
Professional, 
Scientific, and 

------~4_1_ ____ _Te_c~nic?[ Se~i~f?S ______ -~~.~!)~.-~?-~---------~~.-~1Q,_5~_t: ___________ E~l4~9}~0 ____ _ 
Management of 
Companies and 

______ ?_~ ________ E:!l.t~~Pr!~~-s_ __ __ _ _____ -~~- _____________ ~~.-~~~._156 _________ ---~?A~91 )_5~ 
Administrative and 

____ -~~1- _______ $.L!I?R<?~L$~_rxi~E?~---- __________ ~9 ________ ~~·-l~-~.-~?? --~~1 }_~?J?_'U. _____ _ 
Waste Management 
and Remediation 

---- --~~~--- ___ $~r_vi_~E?~-- -- ---- ---~~----- ----------~~?~._71 ~- ---------- --~?-~41 ?_1 ?_- -- --
Educational 

------~~_1 _______ $e_r_vi_~E?~------- -------- -- -- -~9 ---------------~~!Q._~~? - -
Ambulatory Health 

621 Care Services ------------------------------- --------- ---
---- --~?~--- -- _lj_q~p_i!?h>_- ----------------

---~~--- - -- -----~~.-~?-~._Q9_~---- -- $4,389,005 
$0 -----~~._qg,_~~-~---- __ -_:~~:o:i?A~f:_:-:: 

Nursing and 
Residential Care 

623 Facilities $0 $1,063,925 $1,063,925 __ :::~?~::::--:$~~[~[~s~i~t~0~~::::::·:------:$~-::::::::::::::$~?~.1?A:------------:~?1$:?:~~::::::::: 
Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports, 
and Related 

____ .X!_1 ________ 1!1_~!-l~trje_~---- _______________ J~---- _ --------~-~~~._l4~- _______ -~?_941 }_~~------- _ 

Museums, Historical 
Sites, and Similar 

- --- ~1~ ______ )!1_~!i~!J_t[<?!l_~------------- ------- -~9 -- --
Amusement, 
Gambling, and 
Recreation 

713 Industries 
--- ---------------------------- --
721 Accommodation - ---- --------------------- -

Food Services and 
__ ~?2 ______ _l?!!r1Ki!l_9_1?_1?~~s __ _ 

Repair and 
811 Maintenance $0 

Table is continued on the following page. 
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Table 9. Continued 

NAICS NAICS 
Category Description 

Personal and 

Direct 
Impact 

Multiplier 
Effects 

Total 
Impact 

____ -~g _____ --~9_L!I_1~~y _$~r1,1ices ____________ ---~.Q ______________ FQ~,-~4~-- ___________ F_Q42~.4~- ______ _ 
Religious, 
Grantmaking, Civic, 
Professional, and 
Similar 

--~JA ______ g_r_9?!!i~?!i~1_1?___ _ _ __ _ 
814 Private Households 

$0 $971,586 - -~~?!2?.~~------- -$0 ------------ _$_1_83,672 --------- $183,672 
----------------------------------- ------ -

491 Postal Service ·ii>o -- - - ------ii>-ff1·7:3£;r·----------$1~ 1 i:Y,351 ___ - --
n.a. n.a. 

$0 ---$s93:?3o ______________ $s-93~i3o ___ - --
Total $78,831,282 $63,043,351 $141,874,633 
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Table 10. Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 6 to 25) of a 500 MW Offshore 
Wind Power Project in Maine: Operations and Maintenance (assuming existing supply 
chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$77,536,664 
Per year 

231 

$18,872,415 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$37,834,323 
Per year 

315 

$12,609,782 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$115,370,987 
Per year 

546 

$31,482,197 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are reported in 2012 dollars. For the purposes of 
this analysis, a 20-year period of operations is used-although the impacts of the facility 
would extend beyond this period. 

Table 11. Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 6 to 25) of a 500 MW Offshore 
Wind Power Project in Maine: Operations and Maintenance (assuming enhanced supply 
chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$143,608,908 
Per year 

384 

$33,087,425 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$66,169,370 
Per year 

548 

$22,002,439 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$209,778,278 
Per year 

932 

$55,089,864 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are reported in 2012 dollars. For the purposes of 
this analysis, a 20-year period of operations is used-although the impacts of the facility 
would extend beyond this period. 
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Table 12. Average Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 1 to 25) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: Construction, Operations and Maintenance 
(assuming existing supply chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$92,723,565 
Per year 

436 

$24,753,027 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$53,776,380 
Per year 

445 

$18,279,699 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$146,499,945 
Per year 

881 

$43,032,727 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are repmied in 2012 dollars. These average impacts 
are based on a 25-year time frame, including 5 years of planning and construction and 20 
years of operations. To arrive at total output and income impacts over the entire 25 years, 
a discount rate should be applied to future values given the time period considered. The 
employment estimates should not be multiplied by 25, since many of the jobs would 
continue over multiple years. 

Table 13. Average Annual Statewide Economic Impact (Years 1 to 25) of a 500 MW 
Offshore Wind Power Project in Maine: Construction, Operations and Maintenance 
(assuming enhanced supply chain) 

Output 

Employment 

Income 

Direct 
Impact 

$169,786,948 
Per year 

652 

$41,312,863 
Per year 

Multiplier 
Effects 

$86,948,178 
Per year 

734 

$29,472,207 
Per year 

Total 
Impact 

$256,735,126 
Per year 

1,386 

$70,785,070 
Per year 

Note: The output and income impacts are repmied in 2012 dollars. These average impacts 
are based on a 25-year time frame, including 5 years of planning and construction and 20 
years of operations. To arrive at total output and income impacts over the entire 25 years, 
a discount rate should be applied to future values given the time period considered. The 
employment estimates should not be multiplied by 25, since many of the jobs would 
continue over multiple years. 
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